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**Artist Monographs**

**WILLIAM J. FORSYTH: The Life and Work of an Indiana Artist**
By Rachel Berenson Perry. With full color reproductions of Forsyth's most important paintings and previously unpublished photographs of the artist and his work, this volume showcases Forsyth's fearless experiments with artistic styles and subjects. The author also provides fascinating insights into his personality, his relationships and his lifelong devotion to teaching. 152 pages. 10"x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 Item #6958854

**RAFAEL, 1483-1520: Masters of Italian Art**
By S. Buc & P. Hohenstatt. Covers the decisive stages of the artist and the development of his work in the context of the time period in which he lived. Together with Michelangelo and da Vinci, they form the triad of great masters of that era. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. h.t. illum. 8"x10½. Pub. at $12.99 Item #6956521

**GAUGUIN: World of Art**
By Belinda Thomson. Paul Gauguin achieved a high public profile during his lifetime and was one of the first artists of his generation to achieve international recognition. This incisive study gives a comprehensive and accessible account of the life and work of this most original of late nineteenth century artists. Illus., some in color. 216 pages. 6¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 Item #2781549

**THE BAMBOO BASKET ART OF HIGASHI TAKESONO SAI**
By L. Cotsen & R.T. Collard. With a fervor for art and painting, but limited resources and opportunities to pursue this passion, Takesonaosai resorted to bamboo basket making, a job that would later turn into a lifelong career. His extraordinary talent and adroit ability to create such artwork transforms this hobby into a much-admired and highly praised profession. Fully illus., most in color. 104 pages. Cotsen Occasional Press. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 Item #8883370

**PAUL GAUGUIN: The Taj Mini Books Series**
By Sandra Forty. Gauguin's paintings are redolent of the South Seas islands, full of exotic women, vibrant flora, and brilliant colors. Incisive and definitive are the findings from comparatively little known work of art from France in Brittany, Britain, and to French Polynesia. Includes a brief biography of the artist. Fully Illus. in color. 96 pages. Taj Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 Item #6790934

**RODOLPHE BRESDIN: An Incorrigible Bohemian**
By Trevor Dance. A rigorous re-appraisal of the artist's work, with new insights regarding his biography. Bresdin's subtle artistry was appreciated in his lifetime by talented writers such as Theodore de Banville, Victor Hugo and Charles Baudelaire, fellow members of the Paris bohemian. Well illus. 276 pages. Uniform Press. Item #295138X

**ROMANCING THE WEST:**
Alfred Jacob Miller in the Bank of America Collection Ed. By Margaret C. Conrads. Exhibition catalog. Presents thirty captivating works on paper spanning the subject matter Miller created during the artist developed over more than thirty years, providing a window onto not only Miller's work but also how he envisioned the American West. Well illus. most in color. 362 pages. Univ of Washington. 11x13. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 Item #6860990

**TWIN VISIONS:**
Jeremy Wilkin & Joel-Peter Witkin Ed. by Jack Rutberg. Brooklyn born identical twin brothers and celebrated artists Joel-Peter Witkin and Jeremy Wilkin are brought together for the first time in this publication recreating an exhibition at Jack Rutberg Fine Arts in Los Angeles. Each of the artists' works is fully illustrated in this volume, which also includes an audio CD of the historic interview of the brothers together, 118 pages. Jack Rutberg Fine Arts. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 Item #281062X

**RODIN**
By R. Masson & V. Mattiussi. Provides insight into the many facets of this creative genius and traces his life and work: from his youth and early poverty-stricken years of apprenticeship, to his most celebrated works. This richly illustrated volume includes drawings, watercolor, engravings, and archival documents as well as photographs of Auguste Rodin's sculptures. 247 pages. Flammarion. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 Item #6796861

**CLAUDE MONET**
This wide-ranging survey of the artist's work is revealed in numerous colorful images—a painter who liked no other moved perception to the center of his artistic activities. Exhibition catalogs. Text in English and five additional languages. 288 pages. Konemann. 7¼x11¼. Pub. at $9.95 Item #372302X

**CEZANNE**
This wide-ranging survey of the artist is compact and brimming with outstanding color reproductions on nearly every page. One of the great artists who focuses on subjects popular since the Renaissance–portraiture, figure studies, landscapes, and still-lifes. Text in English and five additional languages. 288 pages. Konemann. 7¼x11¼. Pub. at $9.95 Item #3727467

**JOHN CONSTABLE: British Artists**
By William Vaughan. Best known for his idyllic paintings of the English countryside, John Constable's work was a benchmark for naturalist painters through Europe and America in the 19th century. Following extensively from the artist's correspondence, this survey sheds new light on Constable's artistic aims and achievements. Well illus. in color. 104 pages. Tate. 7½x10½. Pub. at $26.95 Item #6944515

**NELL BLAINE: Her Art and Life**
By Martica Sawin. This joyful volume, illustrating more than 50 years of work, also recounts–in Blaine's own words—the artist's life history, from her excitement when a pair of eye glasses suddenly allowed her to see the world around her at the age of two; to the thrill of her escape to New York at the age of 19, to her heroic victory over polio in 1959. 153 pages. Hudson Hills. 11½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 Item #6956546

**HANS BURKHARDT:**
Paintings of the 1960s By Jack Rutberg. This volume documents paintings which extended abstract expressionism into poignant realms mirroring the social revolution that informed the decade of the 60s. Included are monumental works such as My Lai, regarded by scholars to be one of the major paintings of modern art. 87 pages. Jack Rutberg Fine Arts. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 Item #2810603

**MICHIELANGELO:**
Masterpieces of Art By Joseph Simas. With an insightful and reflective introduction to the life, works and times of Michelangelo, this comprehensive volume offers a wide range of his art, with details and panoramas, some well known, others less so, but each one illuminating the grand eloquence of one of history's greatest artists. Fully Illus. in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $40.00 Item #3703770

**E. MCKNIGHT KAUFFER: A Designer and His Public**
By Mark Haworth-Booth. First published in 1979, this new edition has been revised and updated, and is illustrated anew with a formidable body of Kauffer's best work. Known for his distinctive and internationally admired graphic designs of the 20th century, Kauffer believed an artist should serve his public. 128 pages. V&A Publication. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 Item #8772604

**CATS OF PARIS AND ELSEWHERE**
By Lila De Nobili. A wonderful collection of finely drawn sketches, portraits and fantasies it cats by one of the major theater and opera stage designer and costume designers of the 20th century. From 1945 to 1968, Lila painted and designed stage sets and was sought after by some of the most famous directors to design costumes for the likes of Audrey Hepburn and Ingrid Bergman. 144 pages. Officina Libraria. 9½x6. Pub. at $19.95 Item #2829797

**HIRSCHFELD'S HARLEM**
By Al Hirschfeld. No artist ever captured Harlem's dangerous highs and bluesy lows like this Master of the Performing Curve. From full color works to signature black and white takes on Harlem artists and public figures, Hirschfeld's Harlem opens a picture window into nearly a century of Black American artistry and life. Fully Illus., some in color. 127 pages. Aperture. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 Item #2946971

**MY LAI:**
By Trevor Dance. A rigorous re-appraisal of the artist's work, with new insights regarding his biography. Bresdin's subtle artistry was appreciated in his lifetime by talented writers such as Theodore de Banville, Victor Hugo and Charles Baudelaire, fellow members of the Paris bohemian. Well illus. 276 pages. Uniform Press. Item #295138X

**MICHELANGELO: Masterpieces of Art**
By Joseph Simas. With an insightful and reflective introduction to the life, works and times of Michelangelo, this comprehensive volume offers a wide range of his art, with details and panoramas, some well known, others less so, but each one illuminating the grand eloquence of one of history's greatest artists. Fully Illus. in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $40.00 Item #3703770
ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

LIMOGES ENAMELS AT THE FRICK COLLECTION by Jan Wardroper with J. Day. This stunning handbook—a catalog of Henry Clay Frick’s important collection of forty-six Limoges enamels—reflects the jewel-like character of the objects it describes. Entries for each object, illustrated with photography, and a glossary of terms reveal the intricacies of the collection. 80 pages. Giles. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $19.95. Item #789784

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

LITANY. The Story of Moving by William Steiger. Illustrated by Bruno Blum. Originally published in 1947, this volume reprints the six sections of a text composed of Litanies, or healings, for the body and soul. Self-published. 9x12¼. Pub. at $150.00. Item #698978

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

TREASURE FROM OLANA: Landscapes by Frederick Edwin Church. Exhibition catalog. Throughout this stunning volume, the authors discuss how profoundly Church’s influence on his surrounding landscape inspired and informed his work. His paintings, in turn, illuminate Olana more than a century after his death, as exhibited here. Well illus., most in color. 72 pages. Cornell. 9¾x9¾. Item #6916342

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

BETHE MORISOT by Jean-Dominique Rey. Morisot was the most female painter of the impressionist movement. This volume features previously unpublished correspondence with key members of the impressionist movement, and showcases the life and work of this influential artist, highlighting the important stages in Morisot’s career. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Item #6858317

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

WILLIAM STEIGER: Transport by Richard Vine et al. The tangible, workaday American landscape is the nucleus of Steiger’s blueprint for his precise, ordered perceptions. His eye, and the very core of his subject matter—grain towers, cable cars, trains, and bridges—distills the very essence of industrial and dissembled imagery. Includes discussions of Steiger’s contributions by leading architects, critics, and curators. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Hudson Hills. 11x11¼. Pub. at $60.00. Item #6850790

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

Matisse in 50 Works by John Cotter. In just fifty works, this volume presents all you need to know about Henri Matisse’s life and art, featuring early landscapes of Le Havre, through to his famous Water Lilies series, this collection celebrates Matisse’s innovative perceptions of the world, formed by his life, friendships and boundless talent. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Flame Tree. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. At $19.99. Item #6989094

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

THE WORLD OF FLOWER BLUE: Pop Chalee—An Artistic Biography by Margaret Cesa. One of the first Native American women to achieve national fame, recognition and commercial success, the author presents the difficult journey Pop Chalee walked on her road to an artistic life. Her paintings, jewelry, textile designs and murals grace museums, private collections and public institutions across the country. Well illus., many in color. 254 pages. Red Crane. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.95. Item #6899054

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

LEONARDO: Discoveries from Verrocchio’s Studio by Laurence Kanter et al. Exhibition catalog. A groundbreaking re-examination of the beginnings of Leonardo da Vinci’s life as an artist that revises our understanding of his role in the studio of his teacher, Andrea del Verrocchio. Includes three essays presenting recent scientific analysis and imaging that support the new attributions of paintings, or parts of paintings, to Leonardo. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Yale. 9¼x11. Pub. at $35.00. Item #694177X

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

3D WARHOL: Andy Warhol and Sculpture by Thomas Morgan Evans. A groundbreaking study that brings to the forefront a major, but overlooked aspect of Warhol’s oeuvre, providing an essential new perspective on the artist’s legacy. Evans reveals the vast array of sculptural work made by Warhol between 1954 and 1987. Well illus., some in color. 210 pages. I.B. Tauris. 5½x8¼. Paperback. At $24.95. Item #6568645

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

CHRIS HIBERT: An Artist of the 1970s by C. Havens & V.M. Busch. In the 1970s, Chris Hibert became a 3D super-star. As an artist, he was a part of the neo-psychedelic art world, but also a part of the American counterculture. This monograph shows that Hibert did not fit neatly into the artistic categories of his time. Well illus. 252 pages. Paul Holberton. 9¼x11. Paperbound. At $30.00. Item #683622X

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

QUINCY TAHOMA: The Life and Legacy of a Navajo Artist by C. Havens & V.M. Busch. An authoritative biography of the important Navajo painter, Quincy Tahoma (1917-1956). Tahoma’s life journey includes adoption at an early age, disappointing love affairs, recognition of his unique talent, and a meteoric rise to fame in the Santa Fe art world, followed by the destructive effects of alcoholism. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $50.00. Item #6795620

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

EYE SEE YOU: The Art of Oliver Hibert by Raquel Gilboa. As an

...unto heaven will I ascend: Jacob Epstein’s Inspired Years 1930-1959 by Raquel Gilboa. As an American living in England, a conscious Jew who utilized Christian symbols, a skilled modeler who took direct carving into England, and a modernist who eventually came to dislike abstraction for its own sake, this monograph shows that Epstein did not fit neatly into the artistic categories of his time. Well illus. 252 pages. Paul Holberton. 9¼x11. Paperbound. At $30.00. Item #6770789

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

SUPER CUTER DOLLS: The Art of Erregio by Rafaela Rodriguez Girona. An admired and highly respected artist in the international custom doll scene, Erregio’s work receives a stunning showcase in this lavish volume. His girls, as he likes to call them, are posed in a variety of photo shoots that capture their varying styles, personalities, and striking artistry. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Monsa. 6¼x8¼. $7.95. Item #6893949

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

CHRIS HIBERT: An Artist of the 1970s by C. Havens & V.M. Busch. In the 1970s, Chris Hibert became a 3D super-star. As an artist, he was a part of the neo-psychedelic art world, but also a part of the American counterculture. This monograph shows that Hibert did not fit neatly into the artistic categories of his time. Well illus. 252 pages. Paul Holberton. 9¼x11. Paperbound. At $30.00. Item #683622X

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

BOB RECINE: Alchemy of Beauty: Gathers original artwork by Bob Recine, from sketches, collages and paintings to previously published and unpublished editorial images of his extraordinary sculpture and headresses. Fully illus., many in color. Damiani. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. Item #6753949

ARTIST MONOGRAPHS

JACOB EPISTEIN’S INSPIRED YEARS 1930-1959 by Raquel Gilboa. As an American living in England, a conscious Jew who utilized Christian symbols, a skilled modeler who took direct carving into England, and a modernist who eventually came to dislike abstraction for its own sake, this monograph shows that Epstein did not fit neatly into the artistic categories of his time. Well illus. 252 pages. Paul Holberton. 9¼x11. Paperbound. At $30.00. Item #683622X
THE MODERN IDEAL: The Rise and Collapse of Idealism in the Visual Arts
By Paul Greenhalgh. Begins by defining and exploring the idea of modernity, returning it to its historical context and revealing how theory and practice in the modern visual arts emerged over three centuries. Discusses the rise of idealism in the modern visual arts, in all the movements. Illus., most in color. 272 pages. V&A Publications. 7¼x10. Pub. at $35.00. Item #8663532 $7.95

Mona Lisa to Marge
By F. Bonazzoli & M. Robecchi. Tells the fascinating stories of 30 artistic masterpieces, and explains why each attained eternal fame. Readers will learn how they were conceived, how they achieved cult status, how interpretations have changed over time, and how these works have impacted contemporary mediums from illustration to advertising. Well paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. Item #5946794 $5.95

BESTIARY: Animals in Art from the Ice Age to Our Age
By Christopher Masters. Famous artworks mix with little-seen artifacts from every age and around the globe, offering a fresh perspective and new comparisons to stimulate the mind. Arranged thematically into five chapters, this volume depicts animals in intelligent pairings and groupings that encourage the reader to find and learn their connections. Fully illus., in color. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6¾x9¾. Pub. at $24.95. Item #2810336 $17.95

The Medieval Salento: Art and Identity in Southern Italy
By Linda Safran. Drawing from art history, archeology, anthropology, and ethnohistory to reconstruct medieval Salentine customs of naming, language, appearance, and status—Safran, a Research Fellow at the Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, reveals how ethnic and religious identities can remain distinct even as they mingle to become a regional culture. Illus. 469 pages. UPaP. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $95.00. Item #2786087 $19.95

Beyond Venice: Glass in Venetian Style, 1500-1750
By Jutta-Annette Page et al. Begins with a brief history of the development of glassmaking in Venice itself, and then presents a survey of glass made in the region of Venice in five regions: Austria, Spain, France, the Low Countries, and England. Fully illus., most in color. 339 pages. Hudson Hills. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $89.00. Item #6860907 $16.95

Giovanni Bellini’s Dudley Madonna
By Antonio Mazzotta. The Dudley Madonna was painted around 1508 by Giovanni Bellini, one of the most celebrated of Italian artists. This collection charts the painting’s recent provenance and reception and revisits the context in which it was created. It retraces its critical history from Dudley’s time until today, and reassesses an autobiographical work by Bellini that during the 20th century was almost completely overlooked. Fully illus., most in color. 104 pages. Paul Holberton. 9¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00. Item #5968755 $9.95

DANGEROUS WOMEN
By M.D. Garrard & K.L. Dennis. Presents and examines 23 artworks that explore artists’ responses to the women of the Bible. Paintings by Pietro da Cortona, Francesco Cairo, Robert Henri and others capture the Holy Book’s myriad compelling female characters: good wives and bad, courageous heroines, and deadly femme fatales. Fully illus., most color. 80 pages. Scala. 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6799698 $17.95

Intersection: Art & Life
By Kevin Wallace. Read a wealth of personal insights and ideas traversing centuries of artistic practice. Well illus., many in color. 312 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7x9¾. Pub. at $45.00. Item #6929400 $11.95

The Real Tudors: Kings and Queens Rediscovered
By C. Bolland & T. Cooper. Drawing on recent research and technical analysis that has advanced our knowledge of how and when these portraits were created, this fascinating book presents ground-breaking new information about the Tudor monarchs as they were seen in their own time, making it possible for us to encounter the ‘real’ Tudors, face to face. Well illus., most in color. 176 pages. National Portrait Gallery. 7x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $79.05. Item #5970596 $7.95

Medieval Modern: Art Out of Time
By Alexander Nagel. This comprehensive study offers a radical new reading of art since the Middle Ages. Moving across the familiar period lines set out in conventional histories, Nagel explores the deep connections between modern and pre-modern art to reveal patterns and ideas traversing centuries of artistic practice. Well illus., many in color. 176 pages. National Portrait Gallery. 7x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $79.05. Item #5970596 $7.95

Rediscovered: The Dudley Madonna
By C. Bolland & T. Cooper. Drawing on recent research and technical analysis that has advanced our knowledge of how and when these portraits were created, this fascinating book presents ground-breaking new information about the Tudor monarchs as they were seen in their own time, making it possible for us to encounter the ‘real’ Tudors, face to face. Well illus., most in color. 176 pages. National Portrait Gallery. 7x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $79.05. Item #5970596 $7.95

The real: Tudors.

* The Charterhouse of Bruges
By Emma Capron et al. Exhibition catalog. This exhibition celebrates the reunion of two masterpieces of early Netherlandish painting commissioned by the Carthusian monk Jan Vos during his tenure as prior of the Charterhouse of Bruges in the 1440s. This volume explores the panels’ creation, patronage, and function in their rich Carthusian context. Well illus., most in color. 160 pages. Giles. 8¼x10½. Pub. at $44.95. Item #279019X $29.95

A Chronology of Art: A Timeline of Western Culture from Prehistory to the Present
By Ian Zeczek. This visual timeline for art lovers makes the whole of Western art newly accessible by organizing it chronologically. Included are informative essays interspersed with the timeline, that dive deep into themes, styles, and techniques. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Item #6878938 $21.95

Objects of the Spirit: Ritual and the Art of Tobi Kahn
By Emily B. Bilski. Presents a unique collection of Jewish ceremonial objects created by the internationally renowned artist Tobi Kahn. In addition to his singular, functional pieces in bronze and wood, Kahn has created large-scale public works, communal spaces that are sites for spiritual contemplation—all beautifully illustrated in this volume. 160 pages. Hudson Hills. 9x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. Item #8661008 $9.95

Silver in Turkish Art
By M. Zeki Kusoglu. Author and artist Mehmet Zeki Kusoglu has compiled this beautiful volume of silver art from the Ottoman civilization, and has included some of his own work. A celebrated academic, introduces these pieces of art, along with his own world view, to the contemporary audience. 128 pages. Blue Dome. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. Item #4558170 $21.95

Japanese prints during the allied occupation 1945-1952
By Lawrence Smith. Examines in detail how one school of printmakers, under the leadership of Onchi Koshiro (1891-1955), survived with difficulty the Pacific War, and as artists found themselves calling for a new search for the nation’s heart in its aesthetic traditions. Well illus., some in color. 128 pages. Art Media Resources. 9x11. Pub. at $55.00. Item #883613 $9.95

Japanese prints during the allied occupation 1945-1952
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**Art Movements & Genre Art**

- **THE ART OF TENNESSEE LOVELESS: The Mickey Mouse TEN x TEN TEN POP ART SERIES** By David A. Bossert. This stunning volume explores the fascinating world of Tennessee Loveless, an almost completely colorblind Chicago-based contemporary pop artist, and his series of Mickey Mouse paintings. Employing a unique numerically based color indexing system, his vibrant works enliven us with the power of art, showcasing man’s amazing capacity for overcoming obstacles. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Disney. 12x/12%. Pub. at $50.00.

  Item #5780857

  $21.95

- **THE GRAPHIC VEGETABLE: Food & Art from America’s Soi** By M.B. Emery & I. Richman. Over 380 juicy images capture the fact that throughout history, artists and artisans have depicted vegetables in remarkable ways. Still lifes, photographs, amusing antique postcards, seed packet art—all sorts of vegetable illustrations have been created to arouse physical and aesthetic appetites, and they are displayed here together with interesting botanical and historical insight 232 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound.

  Item #5876001

  $29.95

**Regional Art**

- **STREET GRAPHICS NEW YORK** By Barry Dawson. In the city that never sleeps, New York’s soul is on display around the clock. New York is the world capital of street graphics—a creative kaleidoscope of urban ephemera in the form of signs, graffiti, murals, and advertising. This study captures the rich visual patina of the city’s cultural diversity. 112 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8½x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

  Item #2781735

  $5.95


  Item #2961709

  $4.95

- **AUSPICIOUS ORNAMENTAL JADES: A Wanyu Shiquang Collection of Qing Jades** Highlights some of the finest of Qing jades, which some art historians have declared represent the pinnacle of 5,000 years of Chinese jade making. Produced in China and English. Well illus. in color. 46 pages. Vantage Goal. 7x/11¼%. Paperbound.

  Item #5720915

  $4.95

- **CROSSCURRENTS: Art of the Southeastern Congo** By John Pemberton III. Exhibition catalog. Explores how neighboring peoples—the Luba, Songye, and Hemba peoples who live along or near the Lualaba River in the southeastern region of the Congo—influenced each other in their artistic production while still retaining their characteristic modes of expression. Well illus. 80 pages. Smith College Mus of Art. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00.

  Item #5720117

  $7.95

- **VILLAGE OF PAINTERS: Narrative Scrolls from West Bengal** By Frank J. Korom. Features a wide range of contemporary scrolls and examines how their makers are keeping the art vibrant alive in the rapidly changing cultural landscape of West Bengal. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Museum of New Mexico. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

  Item #6820077

  $4.95

- **TOSA MITSUNOBU AND THE SMALL SCROLL IN MEDIEVAL JAPAN** By Melissa McCormick. Small picture scrolls emerged in Japan during the fourteenth century and were unusual in constituting approximately half the height of the narrative hand scrolls that had been produced and appreciated in Japan for centuries. McCormick’s history tells the story of its emergence and illuminates the larger history of Japanese narrative painting. Well illus., most in color. 292 pages. UWaPo 10x/11¼%. Pub. at $75.00.

  Item #8886302

  $14.95

- **PROTECTING WISDOM: Tibetan Book Covers from the MacLean Collection** By Kathryn H. Selig Brown. Tibetan book covers are arguably the most ornate in Asia, representing a unique artistic synthesis of influences from Kashmir, India, Nepal, Central Asia, and China. Displayed and studied in this stunning catalog is a wide array of examples from the collection of Barry and Mary Ann MacLean, complete with exquisite up-close photographs capturing every superb detail. Beautifully bound with gilded edges. Slipcased. 263 pages. Prestel. 14x/11¼%. Pub. at $95.00.

  Item #5975239

  $24.95

**Museum & Private Collections**

- **SHIP MODELS: The Thomson Collection at the Art Gallery of Ontario** By Simon Stephens. The ship models in the Thomson Collection date from the late seventeenth to the mid twentieth century, and represent a diversity of model style and ship type ranging from tugs, dredgers and trawlers to cargo vessels, passenger steamers and some priceless historical record of vessels, long since gone. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Art Gallery of Ontario. 9x/11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00.

  Item #2836157

  $9.95

- **THE ART OF INDIA: Images of Nature** By Judith Magee. Presents many of the beautiful images of Indian drawings from the Natural History Museum, London, from fine botanical and zoological illustrations through to depictions of colorful artifacts and trinkets purchased in local markets spanning a period of more than two hundred years. 112 pages. Natural History Museum. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

  Item #2985225

  $6.95

- **BEFORE 1948: American Paintings in Georgia Collections Exhibition catalog** Lavishly illustrated with paintings created before 1948, this volume features a poignant introduction by award-winning novelist Terry Kay, who describes the social and cultural climate of the rural South immediately following World War II as the agrarian society found its world technology, and shifting economies. Changed by new 123 pages. UGAP 8x/10¼. Pub. at $40.00.

  Item #2926744

  $6.95

- **WATTEAU AT THE WALLACE COLLECTION** By Christoph Martin Vogtherr. One of the most famous and influential artists of the 18th century, Antoine Watteau (1684-1721) changed the course of French painting. The Wallace Collection preserves one of the few outstanding collections of his painting in the world, but its holdings have never been the subject of a special study—until now. Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Paul Holberton. 9x/11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00.

  Item #5966957

  $7.95

- **CROSSCURRENTS: Art of the Southeastern Congo** By John Pemberton III. Exhibition catalog. Explores how neighboring peoples—the Luba, Songye, and Hemba peoples who live along or near the Lualaba River in the southeastern region of the Congo—influenced each other in their artistic production while still retaining their characteristic modes of expression. Well illus. 80 pages. Smith College Mus of Art. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00.

  Item #2829147

  $9.95


  Item #2923270

  $4.95

- **MORTICIA ADAMS: The Collection of the late Mildred Mirsky** By Michael A. Pinney. This volume celebrates the collection of Morticia Adams, a beloved American decorator and interior designer, who brought together a remarkable range of rare and important Asian art. Well illus. in color. 290 pages. Prestel. 12x/12¾%. Pub. at $60.00.

  Item #2885246

  $32.95

- **CRAFT FOR A MODERN WORLD: The Renwick Gallery Collection** By Nora Atkinson. Celebrates the reopening of the Renwick Gallery after a comprehensive restoration of its landmark building. Containing one of the finest and most extensive collections of the Studio Craft movement, these works tell us not only about their makers, but also about the world around us and about ourselves. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. D. Giles. 9x/12¼. Pub. at $54.95.

  Item #2982191

  $9.95

- **SPLENDOR AND ELEGANCE: European Decorative Arts and Drawings from the Horace Wood Brock Collection** This stunning volume celebrates Brock’s particular vision of European art from the seventeenth to the early nineteenth century, showcasing some 150 objects in a wide variety of media. All of the featured artworks are handsomely illustrated, drawing the reader into the splendid and elegant world that Brock inhabits. MFA Publications. 10x11. Pub. at $55.00.

  Item #2929147

  $9.95

- **BROADSIDES: Caricature and the Navy 1756-1815** By J. Davey & R. Johns. Explores the history of the Royal Navy during the second half of the eighteenth century through the lens of caricature. Beautifully illustrated throughout, this volume includes prints from the National Maritime Museum’s collection. Contains contextual information alongside detailed analysis of individual prints. 64 pages. Seafarth.

  Item #2785246

  $4.95
Museum & Private Collections

**GREAT BRITISH PAINTINGS FROM AMERICAN COLLECTIONS**: Hollein to Hockney By M. Warner & R. Asleton. Exhibition catalog. Outside of Britain itself, the richest holdings of British art are found in American collections. This extraordinary presentation of some 85 works pays tribute to this strength of American collecting. Well illus. in color. 262 pages. Yale. 9½x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95


*Exhibition Catalogs*

**CARL ANDRE: Sculpture as Place, 1958-2010** By P Vergne & Y. Raymond. Exhibition catalog. Presents a broad range of sculpture made over the past fifty years, including Andre’s emblematic floor and corner pieces, highlighting his radical use of standardized units of industrial material such as timer planks, concrete blocks, and metal plates. Includes eleven essays by international scholars. Well illus. 400 pages. Yale. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00 $7.95

**LEAH CHASE: Paintings by Gustave Blache III** Exhibition catalog. This collection of works by artist Gustave Blache, brings a kindred understanding and perspective to his depiction of world renowned chef Leah Chase at work in her famous Dooky Chase’s Restaurant. This series beautifully illustrates Blache’s accurate and elemental documentation of a unique New Orleans landmark. Fully illus. in color. 81 pages. Hudson Hills. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $4.95

**GREAT ALLUSIONS: Robert Barnes–Late Works 1985-2015** By Michael Rooks. Exhibition catalog. Picking up where his 1965 mid-career retrospective left off, this catalog surveys Barnes’ work from the past 30 years. Often identified as a Chicago School artist, this stunning collection includes 18 large scale paintings from his major series, and 20 of Barnes’ works on paper. 90 pages. INUP. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

**CREATIVE AND COMMERCIAL AMERICAN CERAMICS at Mid-Century** By Bruce A. Austin. Exhibition catalog. An in-depth analysis of Wildenhain’s role in mid-century studio ceramics, university education in crafts, and his innovative and entrepreneurial role in mid-century craft and crafts. Features archival images as well as rich, color photography of the ceramics on exhibit. 246 pages. RIT. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

**JEAN DE JULIENNE: Collector & Connoisseur** By C.M. Vogtjerr & J. Tonkovich. One of the leading French collectors of the 18th century, Jean de Jullienne (1668-1766) was known for his outstanding assembly of both paintings and drawings representing the three main schools of art in the eyes of the time. Italian, Netherlands, and French. This volume provides a full account of the collection, illustrating and examining several of its pieces. 152 pages. Wallace Collection. 9½x11. Paperbound. $9.95

**SHU: Reinventing Books in Contemporary Chinese Art** By Wu Hung. Exhibition catalog. Accompanies the exhibition held at China Institute Gallery, offering the first serious examination of this aspect of Chinese book art. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. China Institute. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

**THE AMERICAN IMAGE: U.S. Posters from the 19th to the 21st Century** By Mark Resnick. Exhibition catalog. Provides a rare survey of the American poster that spans more than one hundred years. The exhibition’s seventy eight posters represent every significant style and theme. They range from design masterpieces to works of primarily historical value, and from posters by renowned designers to those created anonymously. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. RIT. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**GREEK VASE PAINTING: Form, Figure, & Narrative** Ed. by P. Gregory Warden. Exhibition catalog. Featured in this volume are essays by prominent scholars, who look at the subject from a variety of methodological, formal, and thematic angles, as well as work in a purely aesthetic point of view. Well illus. in color. 6x9¼x11. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

**VISTIONS OF PARADISE: Botticini’s Palmiari Altarpiece** By Jennifer Slivka. Exhibition catalog. This volume explores in great detail the extraordinary vision of Earthly and Celestial Paradise painted by Francesco Botticini between 1475-1477, for the Fiorenline church of San Pier Maggiore. The painting was originally commissioned by the humanist, statesman, author and poet, Matteo Palmieri for his funerary chapel. Well illus., most in color. 112 pages, National Gallery, London. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

**THE AMERICAN MUSEUM & PRIVATE COLLECTIONS** By N. Selvage

**IMPRESSISM ABROAD: Boston and French Painting** By Erica E. Hirshler

**CREATIVE AND COMMERCIAL AMERICAN CERAMICS at Mid-Century** By Bruce A. Austin

**CARL ANDRE: Sculpture as Place, 1958-2010** By P Vergne & Y. Raymond

**GREAT BRITISH PAINTINGS FROM AMERICAN COLLECTIONS**: Hollein to Hockney By M. Warner & R. Asleton

**AMERICAN REFLECTIONS: The Collection of Dr. Timothy McLaughlin** Ed. by Pamela Barr

**A LEGACY OF ART: Paintings and Sculptures by Artist Life Members of the National Arts Club** By Carol Lowery

**CRAFTED TO PERFECTION: The Nancy & Alan Camero Collection of Southern Pottery** By Sheila K. Hoffman

**GOYA: The Witches and Old Women Album** Ed. by Juliet Wilson-Bareau et al. Exhibition catalog. Reunites all the known pages from one of the celebrated private album of drawings by Francisco Goya (1746-1828). Outstanding drawings from Goya’s other albums are also included, as well as important related prints, 184 pages. Paul Holberton. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00 $7.95

**THE PALMIERI ALTARPIECE: Botticini’s Life Masterpiece** Exhibition catalog. The exhibition features porcelain art from Jingdezhen 1910-2012, which highlights twenty-five modern and contemporary artists who have been influenced by Jingdezhen. Well illus. in color. 108 pages. China Institute. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

**THE AMERICAN MUSEUM & PRIVATE COLLECTIONS** By N. Selvage

**IMPRESSISM ABROAD: Boston and French Painting** By Erica E. Hirshler

**CREATIVE AND COMMERCIAL AMERICAN CERAMICS at Mid-Century** By Bruce A. Austin

**CARL ANDRE: Sculpture as Place, 1958-2010** By P Vergne & Y. Raymond

**GREAT BRITISH PAINTINGS FROM AMERICAN COLLECTIONS**: Hollein to Hockney By M. Warner & R. Asleton

**AMERICAN REFLECTIONS: The Collection of Dr. Timothy McLaughlin** Ed. by Pamela Barr

**A LEGACY OF ART: Paintings and Sculptures by Artist Life Members of the National Arts Club** By Carol Lowery

**CRAFTED TO PERFECTION: The Nancy & Alan Camero Collection of Southern Pottery** By Sheila K. Hoffman

**GOYA: The Witches and Old Women Album** Ed. by Juliet Wilson-Bareau et al. Exhibition catalog. Reunites all the known pages from one of the celebrated private album of drawings by Francisco Goya (1746-1828). Outstanding drawings from Goya’s other albums are also included, as well as important related prints, 184 pages. Paul Holberton. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00 $7.95
### Exhibition Catalogs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2825929</td>
<td><strong>THE WRATH OF THE GODS</strong> By Christopher D.M. Atkins. Exhibition catalog. Offers an in-depth case study of the Flemish artist, Peter Paul Ruben's, creative process and aesthetic, while also illustrating why this particular painting has appealed to viewers over time. Well illus., most in color. 111 pages. Yale. 9¾x11½. Pub. at $30.00.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2825923</td>
<td><strong>HALSTON &amp; WARHOL: Silver &amp; Suede</strong> Exhibition catalog. Offers a renewed and detailed look at Halston's famous rendering of Pentecost, a religious work commissioned for the altarpiece of the Colegio de Dona Maria de Aragon in Madrid at the turn of the seventeenth century. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Meadows Museum. 9½x11¾. Pub. at $34.95.</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2825929</td>
<td><strong>ANCIENT IVORY: Masterpieces of the Assyrian Empire</strong> By Georgina Herrmann. First discovered in the mid-19th century by renowned Victorian traveler and adventurer Austen Henry Layard, the exquisite ivories preserved and discussed in this stunning volume form a unique and unparalleled record of the otherwise lost art of the Middle East. Over 300 photos, some in color. 208 pages. Thames &amp; Hudson. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $60.00.</td>
<td><strong>PRICE CUT to $21.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2825923</td>
<td><strong>DRAKA AND DEVOTION: Heemskerck's Ecce Homo Altarpiece from Warsaw</strong> By Anne T. Woollett. Exhibition catalog. Presents the work of a society lady who hosted an avant-garde salon in her Manhattan home, a bohemian and a flapper, a poet, a theater designer, and above all an influential painter with a sharp satirical wit. Includes the majority of the artists extant paintings, as well as drawings, theater designs, and ephemera. Well illus., most in color. 168 pages. Yale. 6¾x9¾. Pub. at $45.00.</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2825921</td>
<td><strong>MATISSE IN TRANSITION: Around Laurette</strong> Exhibition catalog. Examines two dozen paintings and drawings by Henri Matisse. Created between 1916 and 1917, these works depict the beautiful Italian model known to history only as Laurette (or Lorette). They capture a dramatic shift in Matisse's aesthetic sensitivity from the more abstract and austere manner of the early 1910s to the more calligraphic and decorative mode of the Nice Period. 55 pages. Norton Museum of Art, 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2825929</td>
<td><strong>MATISSE IN TRANSITION: Around Laurette</strong> Exhibition catalog. Examines two dozen paintings and drawings by Henri Matisse. Created between 1916 and 1917, these works depict the beautiful Italian model known to history only as Laurette (or Lorette). They capture a dramatic shift in Matisse's aesthetic sensitivity from the more abstract and austere manner of the early 1910s to the more calligraphic and decorative mode of the Nice Period. 55 pages. Norton Museum of Art, 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00.</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Art of Illustration**

- **WHAT REALLY MAKES AMERICA GREAT** by Creative Action Network. A collection of posters from artists around the world celebrating the things that truly make America great. Curated from the growing online collection of poster designs launched on Inauguration Day 2017, this volume features over 75 designs from more than 75 artists, illustrating how great our country really is. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Andrews McMeel. 6½x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. Item #690175 $9.95

- **THE ILLUSTRATED DUST JACKET, 1920-1970** by Martin Salisbury. From the 1920s, it became clear the book’s protective wrapping could be used to promote and entice, and artists and illustrators on both sides of the Atlantic applied their talents to this particular art form. This lavishly illustrated volume collects the work of over fifty of the artists and illustrators who were active in the period 1920-1970. 200 pages. Thames & Hudson. Item #6608000 $14.95

- **OBSESSION: Nudes by Klimt, Schiele, and Picasso** by S. Rewald & J. Dempsey. Exhibition catalog. This volume showcases 52 of the rarely seen works of these artists, presenting them within the context of publisher, poet, and collector Scofield Thayer’s remarkable life and tempestuous times while enhancing our understanding of these three modernist masters. Adults only. Well illus., some in color. 132 pages. MMA. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. Item #6926048 $19.95

**Artistic Manuals & Guides**

- **ARTIST’S TECHNIQUES & MATERIALS: Pencil, Pastel & Gouache** by Sally Sperling. Inspiring techniques to sharpen your pencil skills and expand your color palette. 62 pages. Watson-Guptill. Item #8945012 $9.95

- **CLASSICAL DRAWING ATELIER** by Juliette Aristides. The author uses the works of Old Masters and today’s most respected realist artists to demonstrate and teach the principles of realistic drawing and painting, taking students step by step through the learning curve yet allowing them to work at their own pace. A unique art course for serious students. 144 pages. Watson-Guptill. Item #694805 $6.95

- **HILLS & MOUNTAINS IN WATERCOLOUR: What to Paint by Peter Woolsey. Provides all the inspiration you need to produce beautiful paintings of hills and mountains, encompassing a variety of scenes from gentle slopes and rolling hills to dramatic peaks of far-off mountain ranges. Includes outlines of each of the paintings, with instructions for transferring them onto watercolor paper. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. Item #6775365 $4.95

**Classical Art**

- **TOP TEN ESSENTIALS: Christopher Hart’s Draw Manga Now!** Big eyes, dramatic expressions, cheeky sidekicks, these are just a few of the key elements that every manga artist needs to know how to draw. The author takes you through lessons that cover everything from character types to special effects to stylish outfits. So roll up your sleeves and get many in color. 63 pages. Watson-Guptill. Item #32921529 $3.95

- **CRAFT-A-DOODLE DEUX: 73 Exercises for Creative Drawing** by Jenny Doh. Let your creativity shine with more than 70 fun prompts and exercises to inspire your inner artist. Seventeen contributors will get you started creating whimsical animals, enchanting cartoon characters and beautiful floral designs. 7½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. Item #32921103 $3.95

**Erotic Art**

- **USED PAINTINGS: Max Maslansky** A survey on the paintings of the Los Angeles based artist, spanning from 2012 to 2016 and including essays by writer and filmmaker Laura Kipnis. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 87 pages. not a cul. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00. Item #3874533 PRICE CUT to $19.95

- **CHIBIS, MASCOTS AND MORE: Christopher Hart’s Draw Manga Now!** Chibis and their mascots are mischief making bundles of cuteness. You just can’t help but draw them! The author teaches you how to create chibis’ over the top expressions, adorable round bodies, and their off the wall friends. This guide covers everything you need to know from manga fan to manga artist. Fully illus. in color. 63 pages. Watson-Guptill. 7½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. Item #32821103 $3.95

**Fantasy & SciFi Art**

- **DRAGONS: The Art of Spider Webb** Renowned tattoo artist Spider Webb has been creating dazzling dragon imagery in ink and oil, on skin and parchment, for decades. Illustrated here is the best of this work, offering an inspiring look at the mythical realms of a truly fantastic imagination–without a model or photo in front of you, mini-demonstrations break down each facial feature, and tons of expert tips. 160 pages. North Light. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. Item #6648022 $6.95

- **ARTISTIC TECHNIQUES & MATERIALS: Acrylic Painting** by Anne Leonard. Master the art of basic acrylic painting through a series of easy to follow projects, illustrated with step by step drawings from a professional artist. From bouncing babies and rambunctious toddlers to obnoxious tourists and biblical parodies, this guide contains clever scenes appropriate for cartoonists of any skill level. 40 pages. Walter Foster, 10x13¼. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95. Item #2896109 $3.95

**Romantic Art**

- **Big Eyes: Expressive Eyes in Mixed Media & Encaustic** by Jenny Doh. Let your creativity shine with more than 70 fun prompts and exercises to inspire your inner artist. Seventeen contributors will get you started creating whimsical animals, enchanting cartoon characters and beautiful floral designs. 7½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. Item #32921529 $3.95

**What They Didn’t Teach You Art School** By R. Davis & A. Titley. You’ve been to art school, you’ve done the work, and you’ve got the talent–but do you know how to make a success of it? This enlightening, no-nonsense guide provides all the advice and real world experience you need to survive and thrive as a working artist. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. ILEX. 5x7¼. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE CUT to $4.95

**Digital Manga Workshop** By J. Hodges & L. Cibos. Discover how you can use such digital tools as Photoshop and Painter to bring manga artwork to life and onto the computer, with astounding results. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. HarperCollins. 8½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6925839 $4.95

**DRAW MANGA VILLAINS: Create 50 Characters** By GenkoShi. If you love to draw anime and manga, you know that every great story needs a great villain. Inside this accessible volume you’ll find advice for developing personality and coloring your creatures along with 50 original characters, including the evil Smoky Sprite—a flame-inspired villain who can make herself invisible. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99. Item #2851709 $6.95

**THE H.P. LOVECRAFT DRAWING BOOK** Draw your own nightmarish art inspired by the horrifying world of H.P. Lovecraft. Provides 16 projects for you to sketch, all with easy step by step instructions. With detailed information on all materials you will need and clear tutorials for the basic techniques, you won’t need any prior drawing skills to master these otherwise monstrosities. Fully illus. 96 pages. Artcurs. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. Item #2822024 $9.95

**ARTIST'S MANUALS & GUIDES**

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHALK LETTERING** By Valerie McKeehan. In more than 60 lessons, learn the art of hand-drawn chalk lettering from an Etsy superstar. Master your ABC's, from basic letterforms to fun larger lettering styles; discover how to play with chalk dust to add shadows and dimension; and more. Includes three foldout chalkboards. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 172 pages. Workman. Item #2912724 $7.95

**FINGERPRINT MONSTERS AND DRAGONS AND 100 OTHER ADVENTUROUS CREATURES** Learn to make more than 30 charming characters, including monsters, dragons, dinosaurs, pirates, villains, and more with this fun guide. Includes step by step instructions using only your fingerprints. Perfect for all ages. Fully illus. in color. 157 pages. 8x8. Paperbound. Item #2655955 $2.95

**WATERCOLOR PENCIL GUIDE AND WORKBOOK** By Melissa R. Sevigny. Discover your artistic talents with this guide to practicing and expanding your watercolor pencil techniques. An introduction covers the basics, explains techniques, and offers tips and tricks to help you achieve your vision. Printed on watercolor paper, the 62 full-page outline drawings allow learners to practice the techniques. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Item #2962858 $16.95

**LANDSCAPE SKETCHING IN PEN & INK:** With Notes on Architectural Subjects By Donald Maxwell. Following introductions to perspective, light and shade, and composition, Maxwell proceeds to demonstrate how to direct a picture's focus, and he discusses the challenges of ink as a medium. Although geared for professional artists, this accessible approach to landscape sketching will also appeal to amateurs. Well illus. 131 pages. Dover. 6x9. Paperbound. Item #2931650 $11.95

**LOOK CLOSER, DRAW BETTER:** Expert Techniques for Realistic Drawing By Kateri Ewing. Capture your subjects on paper like never before. This guide will transform the way you see the subjects of your artwork, lighting the way with practical techniques in a range of mediums. Reach your goals through projects that explore graphite, charcoal, ink, and watercolor wash. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Rockport. 8½x11. Paperbound. Item #2942607 $17.95

**PICTURE DRAWING STUDIO:** Drawing and Painting the Nude Figure from Pose Photos By Butch Krieger et al. Learn to draw and paint the human form using photographs taken of live art models posing as they would for an art class. Innovative step by step exercises based on these images will boost your skills and prepare you to draw from life. A companion CD-ROM features more than 1,500 full-color photos. 180 pages. Sterling. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Item #2697335 $24.95

**100 THINGS TO DRAW WITH A TRIANGLE** By Sarah Walsh. Start with a shape and doodle what you see! Simple geometric patterns are the building blocks of the universe. In this sketchbook for artists, designers, and doodlers, you’ll find them on every page, ready for you to pick up your pencil, inviting your creativity and suggesting wondrous things. Quarry. Item #5743478 $16.99

**MORPHO: Fat and Skin Folds** By Michel Lauricella. Presents a simplified and practical vision of the fat and skin folds of the human form to help you in your drawing studies, encouraging both accuracy and a rich, diverse perception of the human form. Geared towards artists of all levels, this handy pocket sized edition will help you spark your imagination and creativity. Fully illus. 96 pages. Rockynook. 4⅜x7. Paperbound. Item #2980588 $11.95

**DIY TEMPORARY TATTOOS:** Draw It, Print It, Ink It By Pepper Baldwin. Packed full of advice and visual inspiration and step by step tutorials, this guide explains how to draw your own patterns or adapt found designs and then print and apply your creations. An additional selection allows you to trace or download straight from the page. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. 6⅛x8⅛. Paperbound. Item #6809502 $4.95

**DRAW LIKE THE MASTERS:** An Excellent Way to Learn from Those Who Have Much to Teach This great resource for students includes 14 original works that can be printed. more than 27 instructional videos; 14 step by step exercises to help students develop their skills; and 70 suggested drawings to study and utilize for further practice. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Barron’s. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Item #6934552 $5.95

**DOT DRAWING:** A Fusion of Stippling and Ornament By SpiderMoney. Explore how the dot-drawing technique can bring new style to your work, with 44 projects ranging from lettering to tattoo style. Guided photos lead you through projects step by step, and there are four categories to choose from: lettering, nature, tattoo, and illustration. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8⅜x8½. Paperbound. Item #3739031 $23.95
**Artist’s Manuals & Guides**


**THE NEW COLOR MIXING COMPANION** by Josie Lewis. Offers fascinating insights into how to mix color. Get beyond the color wheel and basic theory with fun, hands on projects that illustrates and illuminate various aspects of color mixing techniques, all with beautiful results. All skill levels can learn to take color in a whole new direction! 160 pages. Quarry. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. Item #2838516. **$17.95**

**101 MIXED MEDIA TECHNIQUES** by Isaac Anderson et al. Regardless of your background or skill level, you’ll enjoy learning the essential concepts for creating your own mixed media art—whether you’re an experienced artist or just starting out. Each technique is presented with simple instructions and beautiful examples. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. Item #2648401. **$12.95**

**STREET SCENES IN WATERCOLOUR: Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes** by Grahame Booth. Offers 32 quick and easy exercises that take no more than 30 minutes, each teaching you how to paint a new street scene element or practice a new technique. The step-by-step projects are worked at postcard size, resulting in mini artworks you’ll be proud to display. Includes 96 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6676243. **$7.95**

**NEW YORK IN WATERCOLOR: Ready to Paint** by Geoff Kersey. Shows how to paint famous New York scenes including the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State Building and Brooklyn Bridge, and all the outlines are provided as pull-out tracings. People who want to learn to paint without relying on their drawing skills have everything they need in this guide. Well illus. in color. 48 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. Item #6796001. **$5.95**

**LANDSCAPES IN WATERCOLOUR: Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes** by Dave Woulas. A comprehensive beginners guide to painting landscapes in watercolor, featuring 33 quick and easy exercises. Outline drawings of all the elements and paintings in the guide are provided on tracing paper for you to transfer straight onto your watercolor paper. 96 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6833861. **$12.95**

**CREATING PERSONAL MANDALAS** by Cassia Cugger. Discover the magic and mystery that awaits when you express yourself within the safe space of a circle. Twenty exploratory step by step mandala exercises and projects demonstrate how to draw from every angle, and includes a gallery of great ideas drawn by famous artists, with an analysis of each. Fully illus. 158 pages. North Light. Item #2871178. **$14.95**

**THE ART OF DRAWING MANGA GIRLS & BOYS** by Mike Marberough. You’ll be amazed at how easy it is to draw Manga girls and boys, and you’ll get great results, with the help of this easy to follow guide that includes step by step instructions. Fully illus., some in color. 64 pages. Book House. 7x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. Item #2096478. **$13.95**

**THE ART OF BOTANICAL DRAWING: An Introductory Guide** by Agathe Pavel-Haevermans. This guide instructs the reader on how to recognize and draw a wide variety of flowers and leaves and covers the textures and structural elements of a range of different plants including succulents, vegetables, trees and grasses. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Timber. 10x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. Item #6805507. **$5.95**

**DRAWING THE HUMAN HEAD** by Burne Hogarth. Analyzes basic structure, proportions and anatomy, delineates the precise form and muscleature of every facial feature, outlines wrinkle patterns, demonstrates how to draw from every angle, and includes a gallery of great heads drawn by famous artists, with an analysis of each. Fully illus. 158 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99. Item #9707270. **$17.95**

**MATTHEW PALMER’S STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO WATERCOLOUR PAINTING** by Matthew Palmer. A step by step course in watercolor painting with informative chapters on color, color mixing, applying special effects, mark-making and trouble-shooting. Perfect for the amateur painter wishing to build on their skills. Includes five step by step projects to recreate. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6939449. **$14.95**

**DRAWING: Techniques and Tutorials for the Complete Beginner** by Christine Allison. An ideal introductory guide for anyone who always wanted to draw but doesn’t know where to start. Includes 10 step by step tutorials; advice on tools, materials and techniques; and tips on how to take the tutorial a step further. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. Item #6812848. **$11.95**

**FIVE SIMPLE STEPS TO SKETCHING FLOWERS WITH WATERCOLORS** by Al Nakamura. Thoroughly explains watercolor painting using step by step techniques that will allow anyone to draw any type of flower in five easy to understand steps, and after mastering these steps, you will be able to draw any flower. Fully illus. in color. 111 pages. Nippon IFS. 7½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. Item #2797178. **$13.95**

**WATERCOLOR WITH ME IN THE FOREST** by Dana Fox. Whether you’re looking to try a new style, learn the basics or find a new way to de-stress, this step by step guide makes it easier than ever. Fox provides light outlines of each project, and every page is printed on premium art paper so you can focus on the watercolor techniques—wet on wet, dry, and on wet, wetting the paper, lifting paint, and ink and wash. Fully illus. in color. 119 pages. Page Street. 9½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. Item #6966012. **$21.95**

**MAKE MANGA! Create Characters and Scenes by Karolinka Lamerik-Helikra.** With more than 20 step by step tutorials, this guide will show you the basics of human anatomy and manga-specific proportions; the fundamentals of coloring skin tones, clothing and backgrounds with markers or watercolor; character ideas; and how to incorporate all of those various elements to build a cool and complete scene. Fully illus. 101 MIXED MEDIA TECHNIQUES. 158 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. Item #6878776. **$19.95**

**DRAWING TREES AND LEAVES:** By Marjorie Sarnat. Discover how to draw expressive trees and leaves. This step by step guide teaches you how to create expressive tree forms that can be used in any painting. Includes step by step projects provided in this detailed manual. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. Item #2695096. **$17.95**

**PAINTING EXPRESSIVE LANDSCAPES:** By Carole Strain. Discover stunning color palettes and innovative methods of working with mixed media, and create three stunning paintings following the step by step projects provided in this detailed manual. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95. Item #2695096. **$17.95**

**CREATIVE APPROACHES TO PAINTING:** An Inspirational Resource for Artists by Marjorie Sarnat. Discover how to advance your visual style with this collection of more than 200 imaginative ideas for painting. In addition to tips on ways to organize ideas, this guide proposes unusual methods with innovative materials and offers advice, answers, and techniques for artists of every style. 158 pages. Dover. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. Item #6978983. **$15.95**
**Adult Coloring Books**

- **EDGAR ALLAN POE: An Adult Coloring Book**

- **BATMAN IN COURT OF OWLS: An Adult Coloring Book**
  - A string of murders. A brutal assassin. A secret society whose talons reach deeper into Gotham City than even Batman can fathom. Be part of the story line and leave your mark on the Caped Crusader's most insidious foes. DC Comics. 7½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #8802356

- **A YEAR OF CELEBRATIONS: The Coloring Book of Cards and Envelopes**
  - Color your own stylish stationery with these 36 unique pen and ink designs. Inspired by special occasions throughout the year, these beautiful cards and envelopes are perfect for all ages to pull out, color, and give to family and friends. Nosy Crow. 11¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #5905435

**Secret LONDON: Color Your Way to Calm**

- **SECRET LONDON: Color Your Way to Calm**
  - Stroll along the Thames before taking a ride on the London Eye. Make your way through the crowds lined up to see Big Ben and Buckingham Palace. Then stop by the shops of Harrods before settling down for a cup of tea or a pint in Soho. Let your pens and pencils replace your camera, and color the sights and scenes of one of the world’s most exciting cities. Little, Brown. 9¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #5760356

**Dog’s Coloring in 3D**

- **DOG’S Coloring in 3D** By Hannah Davies
  - Follow the easy instructions to learn where to place warm and cool colors in these detailed designs to make your artwork pop off the page. Designs include dashing dachshunds, playful pugs, pretty poodles and a wild wolf. Includes 3D glasses, 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. Item #5747805

**Color in the Queen**

- **COLOUR IN THE QUEEN**
  - Celebrate the Queen’s life with 15 frameable prints to color in and display on your wall. Detailed scenes from around the world are accompanied by explanatory captions on the reverse side. Frances Lincoln. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5957532

**Nature Fractals Coloring Book**

- **NATURE FRACTALS COLORING BOOK**
  - By Mary & Javier Agredo. From the infinite spiral of a seashell to the patterns formed by crystals and clouds, nature abounds in the intricate, irregular patterns known as fractals. More than 30 full-page fractal designs feature kaleidoscopic arrays of flowers, butterflies, and other natural forms. Perforated, unbacked pages make it easy to display your work. Fully illus. Dover. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. Item #5833020

**Four Seasons Coloring Book**

- **FOUR SEASONS COLORING BOOK**
  - Features sixty-three imaginative illustrations that lead colorists on a magical journey through the four seasons. Includes striking and complex scenes of snow-covered mountains, gardens blossoming in spring rains, and glorious autumn landscapes of falling leaves. Perforated pages are printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. Item #5850886

**Boho Paisley Coloring Book**

- **BOHO PAISLEY COLORING BOOK** By Debra Valencia
  - Enjoy 32 exotic coloring activities from a visionary designer. Inspired by ancient motifs, these curving designs evoke today’s most beautiful fashion prints. Printed on one side of high quality, extra-thick paper, each page is perforated for easy removal from the book. Fully illus. 80 pages. Design Originals. Item #5830982

**Underwater Kingdoms: The Coloring Space**

- **UNDERWATER KINGDOMS: The Coloring Space**
  - Everyone loves to color! Now the whole family can relax and enjoy creative time together by bringing to life these inventive drawings of underwater creatures of every shape, size, and color. Each of these fantastic designs features a splash of vibrant color to jump-start an underwater adventure. Little, Brown. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. Item #5830982

**Kristy’s Fall Cutting Garden: A Watercoloring Book**

- **KRISTY’S FALL CUTTING GARDEN: A Watercoloring Book** By Kristy Rice
  - Includes 25 inspirational fall flower scenes and designs ready for you to watercolor on tear out heavy duty paper. Loaded with lots of instructions and directions on watercolor techniques the author and artist makes watercoloring a joyful experience for you. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. Item #5771318

**Afterlives of the Rich and Famous**

- **AFTERLIVES OF THE RICH AND FAMOUS** Ever wonder how the rich and famous are spending the afterlife? This collection features over 50 single-sided illustrations for you to color including David Bowie, Muhammad Ali, Prince, Seabiscuit, Rosa Parks and many more. Post Hill. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. Item #5842549

**The Wallpaper Coloring Book**

- **THE WALLPAPER COLORING BOOK** Ed. by Natalia Price-Cabera
  - Wallpapers in classic designs span the decades from the 18th century to the present day. Each is accompanied by a room furnished for the era. With each wallpaper pattern there are several options to experiment with different color combinations. Thunder Bay. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #5470030

**Heart Coloring Flowers**

- **I HEART COLORING FLOWERS**
  - Fall in love with the beauty of nature and the serenity of coloring with this compact coloring book for adults. Inside you’ll find pages of intricate floral illustrations, just begging for your customization. Price Stern Sloan. 60x. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5862075

**Paisley Designs Coloring Book**

- **PAISLEY DESIGNS COLORING BOOK** By Thaneeya McArdle
  - Set out on your own artistic journey to 30 heritage sites from the Eiffel Tower in Paris to St. Basil’s Cathedral in Moscow. Printed on high quality, extra-thick paper to eliminate bleed-through, these images are perfect for decorating with markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or watercolors. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5756512

**Nature: Seek, Find, Color By Robin Pickens**

- **NATURE: Seek, Find, Color By Robin Pickens**
  - Offers pages of lush green spaces, flowering plants, and gentle wild creatures to color in. Nestled somewhere within each drawing are special little icons and symbols for you to find. Pages are perforated for easy removal. 80 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5772621

**Coloring for Grown-Ups College Companion**

- **COLORING FOR GROWN-UPS COLLEGE COMPANION** By R. Hunter & T. Jensen
  - Packed full of coloring pages, connect-the-dots, paper doll cut outs, word searches, and mazes, this activity book is perfect for everyone from incoming freshman to recent grads. Solutions provided. Fully illus. 60 pages. Plume. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00. Item #513915X

**Garden: Seek, Color, Find By Robin Pickens**

- **GARDEN: Seek, Color, Find By Robin Pickens**
  - Color in this magical garden where lush flowers, tender buds, and tiny creatures reveal the beauty of nature. Special little creatures and symbols are nestled in each illustration for you to find. Pages are perforated for easy removal. 80 pages. Design Originals. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. Item #5772613

**Secret London: Color Your Way to Calm**

- **SECRET LONDON: Color Your Way to Calm**
  - Stroll along the Thames before taking a ride on the London Eye. Make your way through the crowds lined up to see Big Ben and Buckingham Palace. Then stop by the shops of Harrods before settling down for a cup of tea or a pint in Soho. Let your pens and pencils replace your camera, and color the sights and scenes of one of the world’s most exciting cities. Little, Brown. 9¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. Item #5787041

**Afterlives of the Rich and Famous**

- **AFTERLIVES OF THE RICH AND FAMOUS** Ever wonder how the rich and famous are spending the afterlife? This collection features over 50 single-sided illustrations for you to color including David Bowie, Muhammad Ali, Prince, Seabiscuit, Rosa Parks and many more. Post Hill. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. Item #5842549
Adult Coloring Books

**CHALK-STYLE GOOD TIMES DELUXE COLORING BOOK** by Deb Strain. Offers 52 designs that celebrate life’s little moments, presented on textured black background, just like a real chalkboard. Use light-colored pencils and gel pens. Pages are perforated for easy removal. Design Originals. 10x10. Paperbound. Published at $14.99. Item #5772400 $11.95

**WALLPAPER COLORWAYS: Coloring Patterns Inspired by Vintage Wall Coverings**. Inspired by the historic decorative arts collection at London’s famed Victoria and Albert Museum, these gorgeous patterns feature flowing shapes and natural elements that are a delight to color. Illustrations printed on both sides of the page. Fully Illus. Get Creative. 6. 8½x10½. Paperbound. Published at $9.95. Item #5705298 $7.95

Graphical Arts

**COLOR + PATTERN: 50 Playful Exercises for Exploring Pattern Design** by Kristiann A. Howell. In this colorfully illustrated volume, Howell will fill you with confidence, a fearless use of color, and an interest in all things pattern, so you can create your own beautiful art that can be printed on fabrics, paper, and transfers. 176 pages. Rockport. 9¾x9½. Paperbound. Published at $19.99. Item #6881886 $8.95

**TOYBOX TIME MACHINE: A Catalog of the Coolest Toys Never Made** by Marty Baumann. An illustrated tome featuring some of the greatest toys NEVER MADE! It is a tribute to the unbridled imaginations and madcap designs of toy creators. Baumann has drawn inspiration from these incredible creators and extrapolated from those outlandish and appealing ideas, developing and illustrating an amazing array of fictional toys. IDW Publishing. Published at $29.99. Item #6201981 $9.95

**ROLLING PAPER GRAPHICS** by Jose Lorente Cascales. Featuring 540 rolling papers and 70 posters and advertisement products for rolling paper trademarks, this attractive volume is a great resource for graphic designers. 285 pages. Page One. Item #2922614 $9.95

**THE TYPOGRAPHIC UNIVERSE** by S. Heller & G. Anderson. A celebration of the world of letters, this volume illustrates more than 300 examples of unusual letterforms, either created from non-traditional materials or found in unexpected places. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. Published at $50.00. Item #9929575 $9.95

**SKETCHING TYPE** by Lee Suttey. An assembly of step by step lessons and prompts introduce you to a world of creative hand lettering, one style at a time. Beginning with the basic elements of typographic sketching, Suttey encourages you to look at different era’s of type design and experiment with your own letters inspired by his examples. Well Illus. 224 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Published at $19.95. Item #3749312 $8.95

**ADVERTISING, SECOND EDITION: Concept and Copy** by George Felton. This innovative approach to advertising creativity covers the entire conceptual process, from developing smart strategy to executing it with strong ads—from what to say to how to say it. Well illus., some color. 256 pages. Pental. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Published at $60.00. Item #6824730 $11.95

**10 ADVERTISING PRINCIPLES** by Robert Shore. Examines the ten key principles underlying all great advertising and shows readers how to create dynamic, well-targeted ads of their own. Clear explanations, useful checklists, and over 150 examples make this an essential text for anyone interested in or intrigued by the subject. Well Illus. in color. 176 pages. Vivavys. Paperbound. Published at $29.95. Item #462923X $5.95

**ART NOUVEAU ORNAMENTATION** by Christian Stoll. Collected from rare originals of the Christian Stoll Studio’s stock portfolios, these beautiful designs have been unavailable for over a century. The highly stylized images are rendered here in many different shapes and sizes, producing an abundant source of reference and inspiration for graphic and textile designers, artists, and art students. 118 pages. Dover. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Published at $21.95. Item #3755517

**THE EVOLUTION OF TYPE: A Graphic Guide to 100 Landmark Typefaces** by Tony Seddon. Presented in chronological order according to release date, each typeface is discussed in terms of its origins and its impact on the design and print industry, and latterly for screen and digital use. A fascinating insight into the history behind the typefaces people read, and a valuable resource for typographers and designers. Fully Illus. in color. 256 pages. Firefly. Published at $29.95. Item #6904025 $9.95

**CULTURE + TYPOGRAPHY: How Culture Affects Typography** by Nikki Villagomez. Inspire your type designs with the side-by-side travel photo comparisons—each image features examples of typography in culture and is accompanied by cultural and historical commentary. Explore how design choices can be informed by the language of the cultural surroundings, and learn about type selection, color usage and more. 204 pages. HOW Books. 10¼x8¼. Paperbound. Published at $29.99. Item #6528737 $6.95

**SPECIMENS OF CHROMATIC WOOD TYPE** by Esther K. Smith et al. Originally published as a catalog for William H. Page’s Connecticut wood type foundry in 1874, it’s considered one of the best in the world, displaying elaborate typefaces meant to announce tent revivals and circuses. This edition reproduces all 102 pages of the original catalog. Fully Illus. in color. 120 pages. Rizzoli. 10x13¼. Published at $45.00. Item #6592015 $13.95

Monographs on Photographers

**BRASSAI: Photofile** Collects the most famous portraits and cityscapes of Brassai, friend of Picasso and Henry Miller, he knew and photographed the leading figures of his day—Giacometti, Sartre, Dalí, Matisse and Mann among them. Fully Illus. Thames & Hudson. 5x7½. Paperbound. Published at $15.95. Item #6929117 $5.95

**BERENICE ABBOTT: Photofile** Collects some of the work of American photographer Berenice Abbott who first took up the art while working as an assistant to Man Ray, but soon left to set up her own studio, where she photographed the leading lights of Paris’s literary and artistic circles. Fully Illus. Thames & Hudson. 5x7½. Paperbound. Published at $15.95. Item #6929887 $5.95

**NOVELTY PRINTS: Animals** Ed. by Pepin van Roojen. Contains high-quality images for use as a design resource for inspiration. The files on the accompanying CD-ROM can be used for a multitude of purposes, including the decoration of postcards, invitations, flyers, T-shirts, shop displays, etc. Single images can be used free of charge. 200+ color illus. 204 pages. Pepin Press. 8½x11. Paperbound. Published at $29.99. Item #4531825 $5.95

**WILL BRADLEY’S GRAPHIC ART** Ed. by Clarene P. Hornig. Will Bradley (1868-1962) was among the first American artists to realize the immense possibilities creative design held for the business world. This volume contains over 100 examples of Bradley’s finest work, some in color, revealing his skills as artist, illustrator, type designer, advertiser, and printer. Dover. 8½x11. Published at $24.95. Item #91146X $19.95
Monographs on Photographers

PICTURING THE ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION: The Photographs of Frank H. Nowell By Nicolette Bromberg. Collects the best and most representative of Frank H. Nowell's A-X-P photographs and also includes a sample of his Alaska photographs taken during the Gold Rush. Bromberg provides a biographical sketch of Nowell, a member of a prominent East Coast family who pursued a number of occupations in Alaska before embracing photography as a profession. 128 pages. U.Wap. 8½x10½. Pub. at $35.00. Item #688277 $7.95

PARIS CHANGING By Christopher Rauchenberg. Between 1888 and 1927, Eugene Atget carefully photographed Paris and its environs. In the 1990s Rauchenberg revisited and rephotographed Atget's original locations. Features seventy-six pairs of images by Atget and Rauchenberg that vividly capture both the changes the city has undergone and its enduring beauty. 192 pages. Princeton Architectural. 7x9. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6883405 $7.95

MENESSES: A Reporter's Life By Enrique Meneses. One of the leading lights of twentieth-century Spanish documentary photography, Meneses photographed everything from the Suez Crisis and the Cuban Revolution to American civil rights protests and the Bosnian war over the course of his 60-year career. Included in this survey of his journalistic work are also his self-taught novice Christina Broom turned to photography as a business venture to support her family. She would become Britain's acknowledged pioneer woman press photographer. Sharing her remarkable work and her personal journey, this volume is an important look at the woman behind the lens. 234 pages. Philip Wilson. 11x9. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. Item #5953464 $19.95

PRICE CUT to $5.95

PORTOBELLO ROAD: The Early Sixties By John Potto. A collection of photographs taken over three years in the early Sixties. Provides a welcome touch of color to the otherwise drabness and neglect surrounding Portobello Road. A continuing legacy from the war years which, possessing its own particular charm, is well documented in several memorable pictures. Antique Collectors. Cub. 9½x7¼. Pub. at $19.95. Item #5983330 $7.95

Monographs on Photographers

★MOMENT BY MOMENT By John Loengard. An intriguing selection of many moments, "caught in time," from Loengard's over half-century long career. His subjects include movie stars, writers, politicians, artists, and other photographers as well as normal people engaged in a host of extraordinary activities. Fully illus. 152 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x12½. Pub. at $60.00. $14.95. Item #5682338

MARY RANDLETT PORTRAITS This stunning collection of Randlett's portraits is accompanied by biographical sketches written by McCue, which blend life stories and reflections on the works, and combine with Randlett's own reminiscences. McCue also provides an essay on Randlett's life and professional career. 183 pages. U.Wap. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $45.00. Item #6886248 $5.95

LUCIEN HERVE: Building Images By Olivier Beer. Features more than one hundred of Herve's photographs in every genre, and celebrates his work as an artist, creating images that serve not simply as records but stand as works of a singular imagination. 224 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 9¼x12. Pub. at $65.00. Item #6761291 $11.95

I WRITE TO YOU OF A BABY BOY BORN ONLY YESTERDAY... By David Eustace. This first ever retrospective of photographer David Eustace's work is an eclectic mix of portraiture, landscape, and social observation. From photos of Sir Paul McCartney to stunning images of Yosemite, this lavish volume will captivate and amaze in equal measure. Clearview Books. 11½x14¼. Pub. at $100.00. Item #575422 $19.95

Art & Erotic Photography

BLACK, VOL. 6 Ed. by Volker Janssen. An eclectic collection of photographic portraits of black men, in both black and white and color photographs. Photographers include Sven Herback, Leonard Zett, Joy Mac, and others. Photos highlight an impressive array of physiques. Adults only. 80 pages. Janssen. 9½x13. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95. Item #574007X $1.95

General Photography

HORSE RACING By Arthur Frank. Contains 168 photographs that capture the beauty and excitement of one of the world's most popular sports by depicting the development of thoroughbred race horses from their days as foals, through their training sessions, and then to the track. Fully illus. many in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 12x9½. Pub. at $39.99. Item #6600156 $14.95

Historical Photography

NATURAL MAGIC: Salted Paper Prints in North America Ed. by Michelle Dunn Marsh. Scant research has been done on the use of the salted paper print in North America during its brief period of use, (1847-1863) and the remaining prints are exceedingly fragile. This volume, with essays by three scholars of the nineteenth century, offers new views on the use and employment of the salted paper print. Well illus. 144 pages. Univ of Washington. 10x14½. Pub. at $39.95. Item #6956408 $9.95

WAY OUT WEST: Images of the American Ranch By Charlie Seemann. Captures in stunning photographs the moments in the ranching culture in the Western states during the Great Depression and in the years leading up to World War II. 159 pages. TwoDot. 8½x10½. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6664377 $17.95

★SOLDIERS & SUFFRAGETTES: The Photography of Christina Broom By Anna Sparham et al. Exhibition catalog. In 1903, the self-taught novice Christina Broom turned to photography as a business venture to support her family. She would become Britain's acknowledged pioneer woman press photographer. Sharing her remarkable work and her personal journey, this volume is an important look at the woman behind the lens. 234 pages. Philip Wilson. 11x9. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00. Item #5953464

Celebrity & Fashion Photography

BRUCE LEE: The Authorized Visual History By Steve Kerridge. Lee was a man of action in all aspects of his life. He was a prolific photographer and took thousands of photographs, from time spent with his family and on set to intensive training and martial arts demonstrations. This volume shows Lee's life in photographs, all sourced from the extensive family archives. 192 pages. Carlton. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00. Item #281186 $9.95

WAY BEYOND By Charlie Seemann. Captures in stunning photographs the moments in the ranching culture in the Western states during the Great Depression and in the years leading up to World War II. 159 pages. TwoDot. 8½x10½. Pub. at $24.95. Item #6664377 $17.95

★ELVIS: A King in the Making By Alfred Wertheimer. These unobtrusive photographs of the young 21 year old rising star in performance, with his fans and in the recording studio, as well as at home with his family, present a unique look at one of the world's most famous cultural figures. 224 pages. Chartwell. 10x12½. Pub. at $24.95. Item #2789191 $17.95

THE WEST By Richard Pibbs. Acclaimed photographer Richard Pibbs turns his unique eye for beauty westward. His second collection of black and white photos is a penetrating, provocative, and extremely personal view of the beauty and spirit of the people, its timeless myths and their lingering hold on our national consciousness. powerHouse Books. 10x13½. Pub. at $65.00. Item #681553 $19.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Photographer</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HUMAN TRIBE</td>
<td>Alison Wright</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSENCE OF WOMEN: Boudoir Portraits and Stories</td>
<td>Olivia Wornack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIDEL CASTRO: An Intimate Portrait</td>
<td>Alex Castro, Alex Castro's son</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREET Portraits</td>
<td>Michael Ikoff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOWIE UNSEEN: Portraits of an Artist as a Young Man</td>
<td>Gerald Feinley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODNIGHT BABY: Lullabies of Peace &amp; Love</td>
<td>Mike and Sue McDowell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIRIT OF THE SEA</td>
<td>Marie-France Boyer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN LENNON: The New York Years</td>
<td>Bob Gruen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT'S ALL THAT GLITTERS: Burlesque Performers</td>
<td>Brian C. Janes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A WINDOW ON AFRICA: Ethiopian Portraits</td>
<td>Hans Silvester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOW ME A KISS</td>
<td>Alice Harris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELEBRITY &amp; FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY</td>
<td>Lana Del Rey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUMAN TRIBE</td>
<td>Alison Wright</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSENCE OF WOMEN: Boudoir Portraits and Stories</td>
<td>Olivia Wornack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIDEL CASTRO: An Intimate Portrait</td>
<td>Alex Castro, Alex Castro's son</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREET Portraits</td>
<td>Michael Ikoff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOWIE UNSEEN: Portraits of an Artist as a Young Man</td>
<td>Gerald Feinley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODNIGHT BABY: Lullabies of Peace &amp; Love</td>
<td>Mike and Sue McDowell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIRIT OF THE SEA</td>
<td>Marie-France Boyer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN LENNON: The New York Years</td>
<td>Bob Gruen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT'S ALL THAT GLITTERS: Burlesque Performers</td>
<td>Brian C. Janes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A WINDOW ON AFRICA: Ethiopian Portraits</td>
<td>Hans Silvester</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOW ME A KISS</td>
<td>Alice Harris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELEBRITY &amp; FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY</td>
<td>Lana Del Rey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Additional details.*
Photography Instruction & Equipment

WHY PHOTOGRAPHERS PREFER CLOUDY DAYS
By Haje Jan Kamp
Whateve[r] you want to shoot, this detailed guide is packed full of ideas to inspire you, and tips that will help you take better, more original photos. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. ILEX. 5¼x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

Item #579296 $21.95

FOURTH THIRDS & MICRO FOUR THIRDS: The Expanded Guide
By David Taylor
Examines the groundbreaking Four Thirds and Micro Four Thirds systems in this detailed guide for all serious photographers. This manual includes an analysis of 32 digital cameras in the Four Thirds and Micro Four Thirds ranges. Gives guidance on choosing and buying a camera, tips on techniques, camera care and more. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Ammonite. 5¼x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

Item #299625 $9.45

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY ESSENTIALS
By Tom Ang. Presents the ultimate illustrated guide to every aspect of photography. Features practical instruction and visual inspiration that will help you master techniques and develop your own style; reflects all the latest advances in digital image-making, and more. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 7¼x9¾. Pub. at $30.00

Item #356401 $14.95
Photography Instruction & Equipment

SONY SLT-A77: The Expanded Guide
By David Taylor. Gives an authoritative guide on how to achieve the best results from Sony’s versatile and feature packed digital SLR camera. Includes step by step instructions for basic and advanced functions. With guidance on exposure, lighting, camera care, and more. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Ammonite. 2/$6.95 1/$3.95
Item #696632

CAMERA TRAPPING GUIDE: Tracks, Sign, and Behavior of Eastern Wildlife
By Janet Pesaturo. Offers techniques and information on animal behaviors so you can get the best possible photos and videos. Along with photos and range maps, each entry details physical characteristics, tracks and signs, diet, habitat, and breeding so you can learn where and when to place the camera and how to minimize impact on the animals. 282 pages. Stackpole. 5½x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
$21.95
Item #6962394

Poetry

THE ESSENTIAL PARADISE LOST
By John Carey. The author invites us to return to Milton’s masterpiece. Each passage from the work is introduced with Carey’s renowned insight, casting new light on Milton’s sources of inspiration and the true depth of the poem’s key protagonists. This handbook presents the work’s greatest poetry with linking passages that preserve the entire meaning of The Paradise Lost. 236 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
$4.95
Item #2975394

THE POETRY OF CHARLES BAUDELAIRE
Baudelaire’s dainty beautiful poetry and lyrical prose never fail to leave a lasting mark on his readers. This collection of his poems addresses themes of love, decadence, and death, and includes a selection of his works of prose. 205 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95
$4.95
Item #3703861

COLLECTED POEMS
By Galway Kinnell. Brings together the life’s work of “one of the true master poets of his generation” (New York Times), from “The Avenue Bearing the Initial of Christ into the New World,” his stunning poem of immigrant life in New York, to the unfailingly introspective work of his later years, 591 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00
$7.95
Item #3785186

GILGAMESH: A Verse Narrative
By Herbert Mason. One of the oldest and most universal stories known in literature, the epic of Gilgamesh presents the grand, timeless themes of love and death, loss and repartitions, within the stirring tale of a hero king and his doomed friend. 130 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95
$6.95
Item #6978576

DOCTOR WHO—NOW WE ARE SIX HUNDRED
$4.95
Item #2845512

SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE: Poems
Brings together an important selection of Coleridge’s poems, including some fragments, drafts, and multiple versions. A valuable and wide-ranging introduction to his most arresting works. 63 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $12.95
$4.95
Item #5770681

BOOK OF LONGING
By Leonard Cohen. Enhanced by Cohen’s own playful and provocative illustrations, this collection of poems shows the full range of one of the most influential and enigmatic writers of his generation. 170 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95
$4.95
Item #6972639

MORNING POEMS
$4.95
Item #286486X

A POETRY HANDBOOK
By Mary Oliver. A guide to understanding and writing poetry. Explains the basic ways a poem is built–meter and rhyme, form and diction, sound–and draws on poems from Robert Frost and Elizabeth Bishop to explain how to construct and write your own poetry. 130 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00
$9.95
Item #6978703

NEW COLLECTED POEMS
By Marianne Moore. This fully annotated and comprehensive edition presents Moore’s work in its entirety, and allows readers to experience the full force of these dazzling pieces as the author originally made them. This absorbing volume affirms Moore’s central presence in the pantheon of American letters. 453 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00
$7.95
Item #6992220

GREEK LYRIC POETRY: A New Translation
By Sherod Santos. Arranged in four periods, this collection features works by such ancient masters as Xenophanes, the biting satirist; Simonides, Greece’s first national poet and the originator of minemomcs; Archilochus, the first poet to construct entire poems around the autographiographical particulars of his own life; and the incomparable Sappho. 201 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
$4.95
Item #6825427

POETRY NOTEBOOK
By Clive James. One of our finest critics and cultural voices presents a distillation of all he has learned about the art form that matters to him most. With his customary wit, delightfully lucid prose style, and wide-ranging knowledge, he gives an eloquent primer on how to read and appreciate modern poetry. 238 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
$9.45
Item #6825885

SELECTED POEMS
By Maxine Kumin. Kumin’s singular achievement is to have created a body of work that is, 50 years after her first book, as vital as it was when it was first published. 103 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00
$12.95
Item #684958X

SELECTED POEMS
By John Updike. Features 129 witty and intimate poems that when read together, in the order of their composition, take on the quality of an unfolding verse-diary. These selected poems are a celebration of American life in the second half of the twentieth century. 287 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00
$4.95
Item #6647869

CD SELECTED POEMS
By Vladimir Nabokov. Read by Christopher Lane. Though Vladimir Nabokov was a brilliant novelist, his first love was poetry. This landmark collection brings together the best of his verse, including many pieces that have never before appeared in English. Over four hours on 4 CDs. Brilliance Audio. Pub. at $19.99
$2.95
Item #5891337

CD SELECTED POEMS
By E.E. Cummings. This collection, which first appeared in 1950, contains some of E.E. Cummings’ finest work. Fresh and candid, earthy, tender and romantic, Cummings’s poems celebrate the uniqueness of each individual and the exuberant power of love. 78 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
$4.95
Item #6826342

CD SELECTED POEMS
$2.95
Item #5891347

CD SELECTED POEMS
By Thomas Hardy. This collection, which first appeared in 1959, contains some of Thomas Hardy’s finest work. Edition includes Hardy’s complete “The Man of Property” as well as “The Well-Beloved.” 104 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95
$2.95
Item #5891344
**WELSH VERSE: Fourteen Centuries of Poetry**
By Tony Conran. The tradition of Welsh poetry stretches back to the 6th century, making it one of the oldest living literature in Europe. The author translates a selection from 14 centuries of poetry, from epics of Taliesin and Aneurin to modern poets such as Gwyn Thomas and Nesta Wyn Jones. This is the classic collection of Welsh poetry in one volume. Seren. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**PIERS PLOWMAN: The A Version**
Ed. by Mieael F. Vaughan. Following the character Will on his quest for the true Christian life, the three dream narratives that make up this medieval work address a number of pressing political, social, moral, and educational issues of the late Middle Ages. 196 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00

**A SHROPSHIRE LAD**

**THE DEATH OF KING ARTHUR**
By Simon Armitage. Set against the majestic backdrop of the globe, spanning the ages from medieval to present times, this collection of high lyricism fuses the ancient world with all its grandiosity and the complicated reality and surreal incidents that make up life in modern England. This collection “reflects the good that is seen in life. This collection “reflects the good that is seen in life. This collection “reflects the good that is seen in life. This collection “reflects the good that is seen in life.”

**PIERCE & LIPPLES**

**THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM**
Beautifully illustrated by Edmund Dulac, this cloth-bound edition reproduces the volume originally published in 1909, which collects the timeless poems of the Persian sage Omar Khayyam, translated by Edward Fitzgerald. Calla Editions. 8½x11. 4574001

**THE SIEGE OF THEBES**

**TROY BOOK: Selections**
By John Lydgate. One of the most ambitious attempts in medieval vernacular poetry to recount the story of the Trojan War and Troy’s tragic downfall, Lydgate’s epic of Middle English poetry is presented in this classroom friendly edition, featuring an extensive introduction, copious notes, and a glossary. 430 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

**THE PALIS OF HONOUR**
By Gavin Douglas. Provides a student’s introduction to Gavin Douglas’s fascinating yet neglected poem of early 16th-century Scotland, presented in its original Middle English alongside explanatory notes, a new introduction, and an extensive glossary. 140 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**THE CHAUCERIAN APOCRYPHA**
Ed. by Kathleen Forni. Notable not only for their association with Chaucer but also as representative works of vernacular poetry from the late medieval period, these pieces are given a new academic audience with this edition, featuring a new introduction, explanatory and textual notes, and more. Presented in its original Middle English. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**ROME: Poems**
By Dorothy Lasky. In this collection of high lyricism Lasky fuses the ancient world with all its grandiosity and the complicated reality and surreal incidents that make up life in modern England. This collection “reflects the good that is seen in life. This collection “reflects the good that is seen in life. This collection “reflects the good that is seen in life. This collection “reflects the good that is seen in life.”

**AMERICAN BUSBOY**
By Matthew Guenette. With a sly mix of metaphor and sleight of word, Guenette conveys the gritty reality and surreal incidents that make up life in the food service industry, especially when you’re on the bottom of the hierarchy. 77 pages. University of Akron. Pub. at $49.95

**A SILVER LINING**
By Sarah Louise Persson. Persson’s love for her two sons, her friends and Mother Nature are clear, as her poetry gets to the heart of what really matters in life. This collection “reflects the good that came from the bad.”

**MUMMINGS AND ENTERTAINMENTS**

**CHAUER AND THE POEMS OF “CH”, REVISED EDITION**
Ed. by James I. Wimsatt. Likely a repository of Chaucer’s French poems, this collection of late 14th-century lyrics is presented for a new academic audience in an edition that features English translations of the original French, explanatory and textual notes, and bibliography, 162 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**FIFTEENTH-CENTURY COMIC POEMS**
Ed. by Melissa M. Furrw. Originally published as part of Ten Fifteenth-Century Comic Poems in 1985, these ten English boudoirs (comedic poems with moral themes) are here made available to students and scholarly researchers. They are presented in their original Middle English, with introductions, notes, and more. 275 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**AMERICAN BU SBOY**
By Matthew Guenette. With a sly mix of metaphor and sleight of word, Guenette conveys the gritty reality and surreal incidents that make up life in the food service industry, especially when you’re on the bottom of the hierarchy. 77 pages. University of Akron. Pub. at $49.95

**JOHN ASH BERY: Collected Poems 1956–1987**
Ed. by Mark Ford. This first volume of the collected Ashbery works includes the texts of his first twelve books: Some Trees, Rivers and Mountains, The Double Dream of Spring, Three Poems, The Vermont Notebook, Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror, Houseboat Days, As We Know, Shadow Train, and April Gallones. Also includes more than 60 previously uncollected poems. Includes ribbon bookmark. 1046 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00

**A SILVER LINING**
By Sarah Louise Persson. Persson’s love for her two sons, her friends and Mother Nature are clear, as her poetry gets to the heart of what really matters in life. This collection "reflects the good that came from the bad.”

**A SILVER LINING**
By Sarah Louise Persson. Persson’s love for her two sons, her friends and Mother Nature are clear, as her poetry gets to the heart of what really matters in life. This collection "reflects the good that came from the bad.”

**AMERICAN BU SBOY**
By Matthew Guenette. With a sly mix of metaphor and sleight of word, Guenette conveys the gritty reality and surreal incidents that make up life in the food service industry, especially when you’re on the bottom of the hierarchy. 77 pages. University of Akron. Pub. at $49.95
### Poetry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4575210</td>
<td>THE REGIMENT OF PRINCES</td>
<td>By Thomas Hoccleve. Written in the early 15th century, when England was still experiencing the consequences of Richard II’s deposition, Hoccleve’s poem is addressed to a prince on the subject of his governance. It is presented here in its original Middle English, alongside a new introduction and plenty of explanatory and textual notes. 278 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4574303</td>
<td>LYBEAUS DESCONUS</td>
<td>Ed. by E. Salisbury &amp; J. Weldon. A medieval tale about a handsome and mysterious young outsider who comes to the Arthurian court to prove himself worthy of inclusion, this Middle English poem is presented for students and academics in this edition, featuring a new introduction, explanatory notes and more. 211 pages. Medieval Institute. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6944779</td>
<td>WHAT IS ART?</td>
<td>By Leo Tolstoy. What is art? What is value? What makes a cultured class? Tolstoy wrestled with these questions for fifteen years, and this volume is the result of his fascination with the evolution of art and its relationship with religion, commerce, and science. Originally published in 1897. 237 pages. Roads Publishing. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $10.99</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6974294</td>
<td>PROFESSOR BORGES: A Course on English Literature</td>
<td>By Jorge Luis Borges. This collection of lectures takes us on a startling, idiosyncratic, fresh, and highly opinionated tour of English literature. Now translated into English for the first time, Borges’s classes were recorded and transcribed by his students and restored to its full glory. 306 pages. New Directions. Pub. at $24.95</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6974643</td>
<td>WASHING DISHES IS GOOD FOR YOU</td>
<td>By dept. store for the mind. Through funny and insightful stories of the domestic and everyday, writers, psychologists, artists, and speakers share their experiences and suggest simple habits for mindful living that any of us can put into action right here and now. 353 pages. Scribner. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6825133</td>
<td>REPORTING ALWAYS: Writings from The New Yorker</td>
<td>By Lillian Ross. Collecting a wide range of Ross’s iconic New Yorker profiles and &quot;Talk of the Town&quot; pieces spanning nearly sixty years, her portraits are filled with rich detail that reveal her subjects in amusing and perceptive ways. 335 pages. Scribner. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $16.99</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6849709</td>
<td>THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNED</td>
<td>By Oscar Wilde. A fable, or fable-like story, set in Victorian London, rich in satire and witty dialogue, this play marked the climax of Wilde’s career but also heralded his downfall. Wilde reveals the moral hypocrisy at the heart of the Victorian establishment through dramatic irony, parody and reversal. 125 pages. Legend. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $12.95</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6967264</td>
<td>THE COMPLETE WORKS OF J.M. SYNGE</td>
<td>Ed. by Aiden Arosnowski. Collects in a single volume all of Synge’s plays including The Playboy of the Western World; along with his Poetry and Translations; and the prose works that detail his travels in The Aran Islands; In Wicklow, In Kerry, and In Connemara. 456 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $15.99</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6849709</td>
<td>THE COMMERCIAL PLACE OF SIR JOHN STRANGWAYS (1645-1666)</td>
<td>Ed. by Thomas G. Olsen. Politically active during the English Civil War and the Commonwealth, Strangways (1585-1666) began his book of ironically-directed entries and poems while in the Tower in 1645-48 on charges of high treason for defending the crown against the Parliamentary forces. 326 pages. MRTS. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $45.00</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3718670</td>
<td>MY LOST POETS</td>
<td>By Philip Levine. In this posthumous collection of essays, speeches, and lectures, Levine illuminates the experiences and people that helped shape him into the poet he became. 210 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95</td>
<td>Item # 2908876</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5822289</td>
<td>SELECTED PROSE &amp; POETRY OF MIKHAIL KUZMIN</td>
<td>Ed. by Michael Green. Presented in this essential collection are his gay-themed novel Wings, which created a scandal when released in Russia in 1906, the play The Venetian Madcaps; thirteen short stories, and two major poetic cycles, including the acclaimed The Trout Breaks the Ice. An avowed homosexual, his works were not reprinted for over forty years. Illus. 288 pages. Ardis. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5893372</td>
<td>BIT ROT: Stories + Essays</td>
<td>By Douglas Coupland. A fascinating meditation on how we try to make sense of our shifting consciousness. In this collection of essays and musings Coupland mixes forms to achieve his ends; short fiction is interspersed with essays on all aspects of modern life. 416 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $27.00</td>
<td>Item # 6897311</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item #</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>868096</td>
<td>THE SELECTED LETTERS OF LAURA INGALLS WILDER</td>
<td>Ed. by William Anderson.</td>
<td>Spanning more than 60 years, this treasure trove of letters creates a deeply personal portrait of one of America’s most beloved authors, illuminating her thoughts, travels, philosophies, writing career, and dealings with family, friends, and fans. Photos. 395 pages. Harper/Perennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696705</td>
<td>MYSTERIES OF THE MALL: And Other Essays</td>
<td>By Witold Rybczynski.</td>
<td>In thirty-four differing essays that range over topics as varied as shopping malls, Central Park, the opera Bastille, and America’s shrinking cities, Rybczynski examines our post-9/11 obsession with security, the revival of the big-city library, and our fascination with vacation homes. 319 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287650</td>
<td>BEN JONSON: Four Plays</td>
<td>Ed. by Robert N. Watson.</td>
<td>Collects four comic plays by Ben Jonson. Volpone explores themes of avarice, lust, and possessiveness. Epicoene or The Silent Woman indicates a man determined to find a voiceless bride. The Alchemist treats the themes of vanity and materialistic acquisitiveness. Bartholomew Fair satirizes authority figures and celebrates the comic failties of the human body. 713 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978955</td>
<td>HERCULES</td>
<td>By Seneca.</td>
<td>Triumphant and hubristic after the successful accomplishment of his twelve labors, Hercules is eventually, finally and horribly punished by Juno, his angry stepmother. One of Seneca’s most dramatic studies on the growth of a character through suffering. 84 pages. Oberon. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>586933</td>
<td>SUITABLE ACCOMMODATIONS: An Autobiographical Story of Family Life—the Letters of J.F. Powers, 1942-1963</td>
<td>Ed. by Katherine A. Powers.</td>
<td>Celebrated as one of the best prose writers of his time, J.F. Powers long planned to write a novel of family life—a project that never came to fruition. He did, however, employ his dry wit and sense of predicament in thousands of letters, which, selected here by his daughter, become an intimate vision of that unwritten novel, darkly comic and dynamic with plot and character. Photos. 450 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00.</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696040</td>
<td>VITAL LITTLE PLANS: The Short Works of Jane Jacobs</td>
<td>Ed. by S. Zipp &amp; N. Storr.</td>
<td>Offers readers a unique selection of Jacobs's entire career in forty short pieces that have never been collected in a single volume, from charming and incisive urban vignettes from the 1930s to the raw materials of her two unfinished books of the 2000s. 490 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>971781X</td>
<td>THE BOOK OF IONA: An Anthology</td>
<td>Ed. by Robert Crawford.</td>
<td>This collection of literature shows how novelists, poets, saints and sinners over the centuries have written about one of the world’s most famous and best-loved islands. Authors include Meg Bateman, Jennie Erdal, St. Columba, Edwin Morgan, and Robert Crawford. 382 pages. Polygon. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696826</td>
<td>FIRES: Essays, Poems, Stories</td>
<td>By Raymond Carver.</td>
<td>Featuring four essays, including a moving memoir of his father’s working life in the saw-mills of the Pacific Northwest, this is the best introduction to the full range and humanity of Carver’s writing. Includes fifty poems; and seven short stories. 204 pages. Vintage. Paperbound.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5918707</td>
<td>FAKES: An Anthology of Pseudo-Interviews, Faux-Lectures, Quasi-Letters, Found Texts, and Other Fraudulent Artifacts</td>
<td>Ed. by D. Shields &amp; M. Vollmer.</td>
<td>Includes sixty-three advertisements, insurance claims: such are the forms that communication now takes. What if, as we read through a catalog, through a personal ad, we suddenly woke to the story it was telling? The 40 contemporary stories in this anthology help us do just that, enacting witty revenge on the documents that define our lives. 361 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6832466</td>
<td>BECOMING DANGEROUS: Witchy Femmes, Queen Conjurers, and Magical Rebels</td>
<td>Ed. by K. West &amp; J. Elliott.</td>
<td>Edgy and often deeply personal, the twenty-one essays collected here come from a wide variety of contributors. Some identify as witches; others identify as writers, musicians, game developers, or artists. What they have in common is that they've created personal rituals to summon their own power. 294 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2936402</td>
<td>VIOICES OF ITALIAN AMERICA: A History of Early Italian American Literature with a Critical Anthology</td>
<td>By Martino Marazzi.</td>
<td>Marrazi presents an authoritative study and anthology of the Italian-language literature written and published in the U.S. from the heydays of the Great Migration (1880-1920) to the almost definitive demise of the cultural world of the first generation soon before and after WWII. 343 pages. Fordham Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5910552</td>
<td>I AM SORRY TO THINK I HAVE RAISED A TIDIM SON</td>
<td>By Kent Russell.</td>
<td>From one of the most fecundly brilliant and distinctive young voices in literary nonfiction, a debut shot through with violence, comedy, and feverish intensity that takes us on an odyssey into an American notherworld, exposing a raw personal journey along the way. 284 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $24.95.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5918707</td>
<td>THE THREE BATTLES OF WANAAT: And Other True Stories</td>
<td>By Mark Bowden.</td>
<td>Features the best of Mark Bowden’s long-form pieces on war, as well as notable profiles, sports reporting, essays on culture, and more. 474 pages. Grove. Pub. at $27.00.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6869114</td>
<td>JOHN STEINBECK: Novels and Stories 1932-1937</td>
<td>Ed. by R. DeMott &amp; E.A. Steinbeck.</td>
<td>Collected here are the novels and stories of rural California that established Steinbeck’s reputation. Includes The Pastures of Heaven; God Unknown; Tortilla Flat; In Dubious Battle; and Of Mice and Men. Includes ribbon bookmark. 900 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $35.00.</td>
<td>$26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6868941</td>
<td>CLASSIC AMERICAN CRIME FICTION OF THE 1920S</td>
<td>Ed. by Leslie S. Klinger.</td>
<td>A stunning collection of five of the most famous crime novels of the 1920s, each presented in its original form with extensive historical and cultural annotations, allowing the reader to experience the stories to their fullest. Titles include The House Without a Key; The Benson Murder Case; The Roman Hat Mystery; Red Harvest; and Little Caesar. Illus. some color. 1126 pages. Pegasus. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $39.95.</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6985787</td>
<td>THE DOCTOR STORIES</td>
<td>By William Carlos Williams.</td>
<td>Collects thirteen of Williams’s stories written about the medical profession, six related poems, and a chapter from his autobiography that connects the worlds of writing and medicine. 142 pages. New Directions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.</td>
<td>$11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6756070</td>
<td>BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL: Illuminating Words for the Long Night’s Journey into Day</td>
<td>By Phil Cousineau.</td>
<td>This eclectic collection of soulful poems and prose from great thinkers through the ages like Flannery O’Connor, John Muir and Pico Iyer, is a creativity companion for writers, artists and anyone needing a jolt of inspiration. 322 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6533002</td>
<td>LOVE AND OTHER WAYS OF DYING</td>
<td>By Michael Paterniti.</td>
<td>In these seventeen wide-ranging essays collected for the first time in this volume, Paterniti brings his full literary powers to bear, pondering happiness and grief, memory, and the redemptive power of human connection. 437 pages. Dial. Pub. at $28.00.</td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6688941</td>
<td>THE DEVIL AND DAVE CHAPPELLE &amp; OTHER ESSAYS</td>
<td>By William Jelani Cobb.</td>
<td>A collection of critical essays on the black experience at the turn of the twenty-first century drawing on examples from pop culture, politics, and the arts. 319 pages. Thunder’s Mouth. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6963786</td>
<td>JANE BOWLES: Collected Writings</td>
<td>Ed. by Millicent Dillon.</td>
<td>Collected here are Bowles’s major works including the novel Two Serious Ladies, the play In the Summer House, along with her shorter fiction, and the nonfiction sketch “East Side: North Africa.” Rounding out the collection are 133 letters offering candid portraits of Bowles’s circle of acquaintances. Includes ribbon bookmark. 815 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00.</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LITERATURE

SHAME AND WONDER: Essays
By David Searcy
In this collection, Searcy brings his unique blend of affection and suspicion to the everyday wonders that surround and seduce us. He ruminates on spirituality and the fate of an unknown tightrope walker who falls to his death; he weaves together Google Maps, classical art, and dental hygiene; and writes about countless lovers who carve their initials in a tree near you.

326 pages. Plume. Item #5690045

SHAKESPEARE

SHAKESPEARE BASICS FOR GROWN-UPS: Everything You Need to Know About the Bard
By E. Foley & B. Coates
Provides lively, in-depth chapters on all of the Bard’s key works, as well as historical context, contemporaries and influences, theories about authorship, famous speeches and quotations, phrases and words that have entered general usage, and much more. Illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

Item #6800645

ROMEO AND JULIET
By William Shakespeare
This updated edition of the ageless love story includes newly re-edited play text and revised commentary notes, some by scene plot summaries, a key to the plays famous lines and phrases, an introduction to reading Shakespeare’s language, and much more. 301 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.99

Item #6893671

IS SHAKESPEARE DEAD?/1601
By Mark Twain
Elloquent and entertaining analysis of the issue of Shakespeare’s authorship, peppered with Twain’s personal recollections of his own first encounters with the Bard’s plays on a boat on the Mississippi. Also includes Twain’s racy Elizabethan pastiche, 1601, featuring Shakespeare as a character. 147 pages. Atria. Paperbound

WHO WROTE SHAKESPEARE’S PLAYS?
By William D. Rubinstein
Provides a clear, objective guide to the Shakespeare authorship question, impartially examining the arguments for the potential candidates: Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford; Sir Francis Bacon; Christopher Marlowe, and William Shakespeare himself. Illus. 158 pages. Amherly. Pub. at $29.95

NAMING THY NAME: Cross Talk in Shakespeare’s Sonnets
By Elaine Scarry
Synthesizing textual analysis, literary criticism, and historiography, Scarry probes the most enigmatic and enduring love poems ever written in the English language to reveal two poems in conversation—in love, speaking and listening, writing and writing back. 291 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00

Item #6764088

LITERARY REFERENCE

LITTLE GREY CELLS: The Quotable Poirot
By Agatha Christie
Agatha Christie’s famous Belgian detective solved some of the world’s most puzzling crimes using only his “little grey cells.” Now, in his own words, discover the man behind the moustache, and the wit and wisdom of the Queen of Crime who created him. Includes an exclusive essay by Agatha Christie on her love/hate relationship with her most famous creations. 159 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6800645

CHECK THESE OUT
By Gina Sheridan
Reveals a wide range of extraordinary yet uncommon stories that will completely change the way you view the world. After each suggestion, Sheridan offers an insightful summary as well as surprising details about the book or author that will make you laugh a little, cry a little, or think a little. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

Item #6893945

ANNIE RICE’S VAMPIRE CHRONICLES: An Alphabettary
By Becket
Gathers together from fifteen volumes in the series the facts, details, story lines, and genealogies of Rice’s characters, vampiric subjects, geographical influences, and cultural and individual histories—all of which Rice painstakingly researched and invented during her forty-year career to date. 450 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

Item #281655X

PRICE CUT to $9.95

LITERARY STUDIES & CRITICISM

KIDDIE LIT: The Cultural Construction of Children’s Literature in America
By Beverly Lyon Clark
Clark’s engaging and enlightening study offers provocative new insights into the history of both children’s literature and American literature in general, and forcefully argues that books our children read and love demand greater respect. Illus. 257 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

Wild Things: The Joy of Reading Children’s Literature as an Adult
By Bruce Handy
A clear-eyed love letter to the greatest children’s stories and authors, from Louisa May Alcott and L. Frank Baum to Eric Carle, Dr. Seuss, Mildred D. Taylor, and E.B. White, these pages will bring back fond memories for readers of all ages, along with a few surprises. 307 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00

Item #698892X

OF OTHER WORLDS: Essays and Stories
By C.S. Lewis
In this collection of essays, Lewis provides a well-reasoned case for the importance of story and wonder, elements often ignored by critics of his time.

Item #2852528

BOOKS TO DIE FOR: The World’s Greatest Mystery Writers on the World’s Greatest Mystery Novels
Ed. by J. Connelly & D. Burke
The leading voices in the genre come together to champion the greatest mystery novels ever written, from must-read classics to little-known hidden gems. Modern masters like Lee Child, Elmore Leonard and Michael O’Connelly discuss works by Edgar Allan Poe, James M. Cain, Arthur Conan Doyle, Dashiell Hammett, Raymond Chandler, Agatha Christie, John le Carre and countless others. 537 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

Item #4568931

SO WE READ ON: How The Great Gatsby Came to Be and Why It Endures
By Maureen Corrigan
With rigor, wit, and infectious enthusiasm, the Fresh Air book critic investigates the enduring power of The Great Gatsby, cutting to the heart of why we are, as a culture, “borne back ceaselessly” into its thrall. 342 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00

Item #5690536

SHAKESPEARE’S WINDOW INTO THE WORLD
By Martin Lings
Provides an in-depth study of Shakespeare’s later, more mature plays, such as Hamlet, Much Ado About Nothing, and The Tempest. Lings reveals the mystical meaning of these works, leaving a deep impression of the playwright himself and his understanding of the passage the soul must make to reach sacred union with the divine. Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Item #4568931

WILD THINGS: The Joy of Reading Children’s Literature as an Adult
By Bruce Handy
A clear-eyed love letter to the greatest children’s stories and authors, from Louisa May Alcott and L. Frank Baum to Eric Carle, Dr. Seuss, Mildred D. Taylor, and E.B. White, these pages will bring back fond memories for readers of all ages, along with a few surprises. 307 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00

Item #698892X
**Literary Studies & Criticism**

**ONE BOOK, THE WHOLE UNIVERSE: Plato’s Timaeus Today** Ed. by R.D. Moir & B.M. Sattler. Brings together essays from philosophers, classicists, physicists, and architects to reveal the meaning and assess the impact of one of the most profound and influential works of Western literature—Plato’s Timaeus—a work that gives a comprehensive account of life and a startlingly narrow compass. 496 pages. Parmenides. Paperbound. Pub. at $87.00  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{2836009}\] $6.95

**HYPEREROTAMACHA POLYPHILI: The Strife of Love in a Dream** By Francesco Colonna. First published in 1499, Hypererotamachia Polypilh has been called the first stream-of-consciousness novel, and is one of the most important documents of Renaissance imagination and fantasy. 476 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{692932X}\] $3.95

**THE TRAVELER, THE TOWER, AND THE WORM** By Alberto Manguel. Charts the ways in which literary characters and their interpretations reflect shifting attitudes toward readers and reading. Along the way he finds certain recurrent notions on the role of the intellectual. Illus. 141 pages. UPatP! Pub. at $27.50  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{2847507}\] $5.95

**THE ZIONIST PARADOX:** Hebrew Literature & Israeli Identity By Yigal Schwartz. Through the lens of five major works in Hebrew by writers Avraham Mapu, Theodor Herz, Yosef Liduiter, Nochum Shamir, and Amos Oz, the author uncovers the paradox that contemporary Israelis suffer—that something is wrong and should be better—as it evolves over one hundred years, from the 1850s to the 1960s. 338 pages. Brandes. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{2786419}\] $5.95

**HOW SHAKESPEARE CHANGED EVERYTHING** By Stephen Marche. Marche has cherry-picked the sweetest and most savory historical footnotes from Shakespeare’s work and life to create this unique celebration of the greatest writer of all time. Illus. 203 pages. Harper/Perennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{91913292}\] $4.95

**UTOPIA** By Thomas More. In Utopia More paints a vision of the customs and practices of a distant island, but Utopia means “no place” and his narrator’s name, Hythlodaeus, translates as “dispenser of nonsense.” This fantastical tale masks what is a serious and subversive analysis of the failings of More’s society. 135 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{6960785}\] $3.95

**THE CASTELL OF LOVE: A Critical Edition of Lord Berner’s Romance** By Joyce Boro. Presents the first modern edition of John Bourchier, Lord Berner’s translation of Diego de San Pedro’s Carcel de amor, a popular romance originally printed in 16th-century Spain. Includes an extensive analytical introduction; linguistic notes and commentary; and more. 338 pages. MRTS. Pub. at $42.00  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{6953247}\] $9.95

**WHY READ MOBY-DICK?** By Nathaniel Philbrick. The author brings a sailor’s eye and an adventurer’s passion to unfolding the story behind an epic American journey. He skillfully navigates Melville’s world and illuminates the book’s humor and unforgettable characters, finding the thread that binds Ishmael and Ahab to our own time and, indeed, to all times. 132 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{6953247}\] $9.95

**IS HEATHCLIFF A MURDERER?** Puzzles in Nineteenth-Century Fiction By John Sutherland. Sutherland, a self-proclaimed literary sleuth, regales fans of 19th-century fiction with the anomalies and conundrums that have emerged from his years of close reading and good-natured petulance. Delightful and provocative in equal measure, it is a must-read for classic fiction devotees. Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{6731311}\] $11.95

**MENG JIANGU BRINGS DOWN THE GREAT WALL:** Ten Versions of a Chinese Legend Brings together ten versions of a popular Chinese legend that has intrigued readers and listeners for hundreds of years. Elements of the story date back to the early centuries BC and are an intrinsic part of Chinese literary history. 296 pages. UPatP! Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{5996044}\] $7.95

**FREDERIC JAMESON: The Project of Dialectical Criticism** By Robert T. Tally, Jr. This title is both a comprehensive critical guide to Jameson’s theoretical project and itself a convincing argument for the power of dialectical criticism to aid in the understanding and perhaps changing world in the twenty-first century. 187 pages. Pluto. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{6917171}\] $6.95

**JOHN BARCLAY: Argenis** Ed. by M. Riley & D.P. Huber. Barclay’s 17th-century work of historical allegory is presented in its original Latin on facing pages with an English translation. This edition also includes an extensive analytical introduction, bibliography, a glossary for the English text, and more. 263 pages. Icon Books. 2 vols. Pub. at $24.95  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{6908866}\] $24.95

**CAN JANE EYRE BE HAPPY? More Puzzles in Classic Fiction** By John Sutherland. In this follow-up to *Is Heathcliff a Murderer?*, Sutherland plays literary detective and investigates tantalizing conundrums from Daniel Defoe to Virginia Woolf. Each enigma in these pages will send readers back to their favorite works with a fresh appreciation of the complexities therein. 263 pages. Icon Books.  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{6931311}\] $11.95

**WHY READ MOBY-DICK?** By Nathaniel Philbrick. The author brings a sailor’s eye and an adventurer’s passion to unfolding the story behind an epic American journey. He skillfully navigates Melville’s world and illuminates the book’s humor and unforgettable characters, finding the thread that binds Ishmael and Ahab to our own time and, indeed, to all times. 132 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{6953247}\] $9.95

**GOOD READS AND SIMPLE DISHES FOR ENGLISH:** Britain and Ireland By Frances E. Dolan. Connects early modern debates about textual evidence to recent discussions of the value of seventeenth-century texts as historical evidence. Dolan addresses the kinds of texts that circulated about three traumatic events—the Gunpowder Plot, witchcraft prosecutions, and the London Fire. Photos. 331 pages. UPatP! Pub. at $39.95  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{5959737}\] $12.95

**AESCHYLUS: *Eumenides*** By Robin Mitchell-Boyask. Provides an accessible introduction to this ancient tragedy. Discusses the main themes of the play and the central developments in modern criticism, while addressing the play’s historical context. Includes a guide to further reading, a glossary, and chronology. *Eumenides* is a drama that shows a growing awareness of the importance of free will. 157 pages. Duckworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{5974913}\] $4.95

**REDEEMING THE KAMASUTRA** By Wendy Doniger. This scholarly and superbly readable work restores the *Kamasutra*; the world’s most famous textbook of erotic love, to its proper place in the Sanskrit canon—as a sophisticated and surprisingly modern landmark of India’s secular literature. 162 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95  
\[\text{Item \#} \text{6715605}\] $5.95

---

---
**Orientalism and the Figure of the Jew** by Jeffrey S. Librett. Proposes a new way of understanding modern German Orientalism in particular and modern Orientalism in general. To do so, Librett traces a path of modern Orientalism through the crucial writings from the late 18th to the mid-20th centuries. 357 pages. Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00 Item #5918316 $6.95

**Polygamy and Sublime Passion: Sexuality in China on the Verge of Modernity** by Keith McMahon. Introduces a new concept, “passive polygamy,” to explain the unusual number of Qing stories in which women take charge of a man’s desires, turning him into an instrument of female will. McMahon speculates on the changes in polygamous sexuality underwent after the Qing dynasty ended. 216 pages. UHP. Pub. at $55.00 Item #6772483 $9.95

**A Local Habitation and a Name: Imagining Histories in the Italian Renaissance** by Albert Russell Ascoli. Focusing on major authors and problems from the Italian 14th and 16th centuries, this study examines the unstable dialect of “reality” and “imagination,” as well as of “history” and “literature.” Ascoli identifies and interprets the ways in which literary texts are shaped by and serve the purposes of multiple intertwined historical discourses and circumstances. 387 pages. Fordham. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 Item #5907685 $5.95

**The Humanist Comedy** by Alexander Welsh. For almost 3,000 years, comedy has only those who fought at the front, but those at home, 307 pages. Birlinn. Home. 307 pages. Birlinn. Pub. at $25.00 Item #5755156 $5.95

**Isn’t All This Bloody?** Ed. by Trevor Royle. Introduces a huge range of literary material by Scottish writers from 1914-1918, including poetry, prose, fiction, non-fiction, letters and articles. The result is a fascinating picture which shows how war affected not only those who fought at the front, but those at home. 307 pages. Birlinn. Item #5761232 $5.95

**Who is Dracula’s Father? And Other Puzzles in Bram Stoker’s Gothic Masterpiece** by John Sutherland. The literary detective returns to put Bram Stoker’s classic horror novel under the microscope, examining its many curiosities, from why the Dutch professor Van Helsing swears in German to the color of the Count’s mustache and who washes his underwear. 195 pages. Item #6731457 $11.95

**Soundscape in Early French Literature** by Brigitte Gazeilles. Offers a unique study of how sound is employed in a variety of Latin and early French works. Gazeilles reveals how sound plays a much more crucial role in literature than we may have realized, and that noise actually has a textual role that works from this period on. 168 pages. MRTS. Pub. at $42.00 Item #5691099 $9.95

**The Shelf: From Leo to Les** by Phyllis Rose. After a career of reading from syllabuses and writing about canonical books, Rose decided to read like an explorer. Casting herself into the wilderness of the library, she chose a shelf of fiction almost at random and read her way through it. The result is this spirited adventure in “Off-Read” or “Extreme” Reading. 271 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00 Item #5960975 $6.95

**Euripides: Ion** by Laura Swift. Provides an accessible introduction to this ancient tragedy. Discusses the main themes of the play and the central developments in modern criticism, while addressing the play’s historical context. Includes a guide to further reading, a glossary, and chronology. This detailed study provides a literary interpretation of the play’s main themes. 127 pages. Duckworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 Item #5875137 $6.95

**George Buchanan: Poet and Dramatist** Ed. by P. Ford & R.H. Green. Educated in Scotland and France, Buchanan became one of the most influential writers of 16th century Europe. Writing in the lingua franca of his time–Latin–he was hailed internationally. Here fifteen scholars analyze his writings and his creative use of ancient texts for contemporary purposes. 322 pages. Classical Press of Wales. Item #3552381 $2.95

**Merlin and the Grail** by Nigel Bryant. Translated here for the first time, this trilogy is a finely paced, vigorous piece of storytelling that provides an outstanding example of the essentially oral nature of early prose. 172 pages. D.S. Brewer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 Item #8444502 $19.95

**Medievalism in a Song of Ice & Fire & Game of Thrones** By Shiloh Carroll. The author, the directors and producers of the adaptation, and indeed the fans of the books and show, all lay claim to Westeros, its setting, as representative of an authentic medieval world. But how true are these claims and is it even possible to faithfully represent a time so far removed from our own time and culture? The author explores these questions and more. 205 pages. D.S. Brewer. Pub. at $39.95 Item #6844499 $24.95

**Victorian Parables** By Susan E. Colon. From Charles Dickens to Margaret Oliphant and Charlotte Yonge, Victorian authors drew upon the figures and plots of biblical parables for a variety of authoritative, interpretive, and subversive effects. This study explores how their novels, despite their length and complexity, can become parables in ways that imitate, interpret, and challenge their biblical sources. 158 pages. Continuum. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 Item #5712599 $7.95

**Adventures in the Strand: Arthur Conan Doyle & The Strand Magazine** By Mike Ashley. For almost forty years from 1891 until his death in 1930, more than 250 contributions by Doyle appeared in The Strand, including 120 stories, 9 serialized novels, and dozens of other items. Focused through the lens of the magazine, this fascinating volume charts Doyle’s output and views and examines his output as a writer. Illus. 288 pages. British Library. Pub. at $34.95 Item #283572X $9.75

**Inventing Santa Claus** By Carlo DeVito. For more than a century a literary battle has been waged over the origins and authorship of America’s most famous and often quoted literary gem. Was it written by Moore, or by Livingston? DeVito follows the exciting story of these two fascinating men and does academic sleuthing behind one of the biggest controversies in American letters. Illus. 192 pages. Cider Mill Pub. at $16.95 Item #2986558 $7.95

**Religion Around Shakespeare, Vol. 1** By Peter Iver Kaufman. Kaufman sets aside the speculation that Shakespeare was an ardent Calvinist, a crypto-Catholic, a Puritan-baiter, a secularist, or a devotee of some hybrid faith, in favor of considering the historical and religious context surrounding his work in this provocative volume. 256 pages. PsUP. Pub. at $34.95 Item #2899121 $5.95

**Arthur and Sherlock: Conon Doyle and the Creation of Holmes** By Michael Sims. A literary genesis story for detective fans everywhere. Illus. 246 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 Item #2855801 $2.95

**What If Our World Is Their Heaven? The Final Conversations with Philip K. Dick** Ed. by G. Lee & D.E. Sauter. These extraordinary interviews, conducted by Gwen Lee over three months, during the final months of Philip Dick’s life, are filled with the wit and aphorism characteristic of Dick’s writing. A must read for anyone interested in the field of science fiction. 204 pages. Item #6754570 $5.95
**Profiles & Studies of Authors**

**Wilde’s Women:** How Oscar Wilde Was Shaped by the Women He Knew by Eleanor Fitzsimons. Tells the story of the female family members, friends, and colleagues who traded witticisms with Wilde, who gave him access to vital publicity, and to whose ideas he gave expression through his social comedies. Photos. 372 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $32.50 Item #6682074 $4.95

**The Legacy of Tolstoy:** Alexandra Tolstoy and the Soviet Regime in the 1920s by Robert Crokeley. Drawing on extensive research in Russian archives, this study examines how Alexandra Tolstoy, the youngest daughter of Russian author Lev (Leo) Tolstoy, sought to preserve the work of her father after the Bolshevik Revolution in October 1917. 84 pages. UWP Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95 Item #624226 $2.95

**Nature’s Panorama:** Thoreau on the Seasons ed. by Ronald A. Bosco. With original engravings by renowned illustrator Barry Moser, this is one volume from a series presented by the Thoreau Society, which offer the thoughts of a great writer on a variety of topics—some we readily associate with him and some that may be surprising. Here he contemplates the relation between the seasons and himself. 120 pages. At $19.95 Item #6642421 $4.95

**A To Z Great Modern Writers:** By Andy Tuohy with C. Taggart. Eye-catching portraits by Andy Tuohy provide the ideal introduction to the work of more than twenty-five of the most remarkable writers of all time. Illustrations. 157 pages. Octopus. Pub. at $20.00 Item #6802222 $4.95


**WRITERS** By Barry Gifford. In this house of mirrors, we are offered a unique perspective on this group of literary greats. We see their obsessions loom large—and none larger than a shared preoccupation with mortality. Gifford asks: What does it mean to devote oneself entirely to art? And as an artist, what defines success and failure? Illus. 125 pages. Seven Stories. Pub. at $18.00 Item #9737389 $3.95

**A Tale in Two Cities:** Fanny Burney and Adele, Comtesse de Boigne by Brian Unwin. Provides a fresh and fascinating view into some of the principal events and persons of one of the most seminal and turbulent periods of modern European history. Drawns from the memoirs, journals, and diaries of two of the most remarkable female writers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 8 pages of photos, some in color. 259 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $45.00 Item #6736987 $4.95

**Elizabeth Singer Rowe and the Development of the English Novel** by Paula R. Backsider. This in-depth study of Rowe’s rise to fiction relates her work to popular fiction by earlier writers as well as her contemporaries, revealing Rowe’s lasting influence on major movements like the polite and the gentry, the beginning of novelistic style, and the beginnings of a recognizable genre. 303 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $50.00 Item #9630078 $5.95

**Last Night’s Reading** by Kate Gavino. At every book reading Gavino attends, she draws the author and hand-lettered her favorite quote from the event, and this is the record of Gavino’s literary journey, a collection of profound and witty advice from over a hundred authors. Fully illus. in color. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 Item #6477869 $4.95

**The Art and Craft of Storytelling:** A Comprehensive Guide to Classic Writing Techniques by Nancy Lamb. Provides a time-tested ways to translate a concrete idea into a polished work. Discover strategies for creating a successful beginning, middle and end while moving smoothly from one stage to the next. Other topics include creating memorable characters, understanding genres, elements of story, and more. 264 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 Item #6399056 $4.95

**The Art of Memoir** by Mary Karr. As Karr breaks down the key elements of great literary memoir, she breaks open our concepts of memory and identity, and illuminates the cathartic power of reflecting on the past. In a richly poetic, and lyrical narrative, this guide to the craft of memoir will move readers to recall their own lives. 334 pages. Free Press. Pub. at $25.00 Item #1975206 $3.95

**Bringing Your Fiction to Life** By Karen S. Wiesner. Packed with story development charts, worksheets, and checklists, this guide will show you how to craft a vivid, remarkable story world that readers can truly experience. 264 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 Item #9811493 $5.95

**The Kite and the String** by Alice Mattison. Drawing on her rich experience as an award-winning author and longtime teacher Alice Mattison shares her wisdom in this insightful guide to writing memoir. An inspiring call for creative risk taking, Mattison’s thoughtful guide will make an indispensable addition to the shelves of writers at all levels. 234 pages. Viking. Pub. at $25.00 Item #8580666 $2.95

**Bring Your Vision to Life** By Kate Gavino. Drawing on her rich experience as an award-winning author and longtime teacher Alice Mattison shares her wisdom in this insightful guide to writing memoir. An inspiring call for creative risk taking, Mattison’s thoughtful guide will make an indispensable addition to the shelves of writers at all levels. 234 pages. Viking. Pub. at $25.00 Item #6398056 $2.95

**Writer’s Guides**

**The Art of Memoir** By Mary Karr. As Karr breaks down the key elements of great literary memoir, she breaks open our concepts of memory and identity, and illuminates the cathartic power of reflecting on the past. In a richly poetic, and lyrical narrative, this guide to the craft of memoir will move readers to recall their own lives. 334 pages. Free Press. Pub. at $25.00 Item #1975206 $3.95

**Bringing Your Fiction to Life** By Karen S. Wiesner. Packed with story development charts, worksheets, and checklists, this guide will show you how to craft a vivid, remarkable story world that readers can truly experience. 264 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 Item #9811493 $5.95

**The Kite and the String** by Alice Mattison. Drawing on her rich experience as an award-winning author and longtime teacher Alice Mattison shares her wisdom in this insightful guide to writing memoir. An inspiring call for creative risk taking, Mattison’s thoughtful guide will make an indispensable addition to the shelves of writers at all levels. 234 pages. Viking. Pub. at $25.00 Item #8580666 $2.95

**Writer’s Guides**

**The Art of Memoir** by Mary Karr. As Karr breaks down the key elements of great literary memoir, she breaks open our concepts of memory and identity, and illuminates the cathartic power of reflecting on the past. In a richly poetic, and lyrical narrative, this guide to the craft of memoir will move readers to recall their own lives. 334 pages. Free Press. Pub. at $25.00 Item #1975206 $3.95

**Bringing Your Fiction to Life** By Karen S. Wiesner. Packed with story development charts, worksheets, and checklists, this guide will show you how to craft a vivid, remarkable story world that readers can truly experience. 264 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 Item #9811493 $5.95

**The Kite and the String** by Alice Mattison. Drawing on her rich experience as an award-winning author and longtime teacher Alice Mattison shares her wisdom in this insightful guide to writing memoir. An inspiring call for creative risk taking, Mattison’s thoughtful guide will make an indispensable addition to the shelves of writers at all levels. 234 pages. Viking. Pub. at $25.00 Item #8580666 $2.95
**Writer’s Guides**

**CREATING YOUR OWN MONOLOGUE, SECOND EDITION** By Glenn Alterman. This popular guide shows beginning and experienced actors how to use their acting skills to write, rehearse, and perform successful audition monologues, polished one-person pieces, and one-person plays. The process is explained in easy to follow steps with excerpts from critically acclaimed monologues. 232 pages. Allworth at $19.95

Item #6936245 $2.95

**THE ESSENTIALS OF TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION** By E. Tebeaux & S. Dragga. Clearly and concisely highlights the basic rhetorical guidelines that will help you successfully get your message across in professional documents, including e-mails, letters, memos, technical reports, proposals, progress reports, instructions, websites, and oral presentations. 349 pages. Oxford. at $49.95

Item #6825168 $7.95


Item #5963202X $7.95

**THE AFRICAN SVELTE: Ingenious Misspellings That Make Surprising Sense** By Daniel Menaker. Through entertaining examples he has encountered over his decades-long career as a New Yorker editor and writer, Menaker shares his fascination with unintentionally meaningful spelling errors, from "wet your appetite" to "vocal chords" to "pus jewel." Illus. 225 pages. HMH. Pub. at $20.00

Item #6906397 $2.95

**DO I MAKE MYSELF CLEAR? A Practical Guide to Writing Well in the Modern Age** By Harold Evans. The right words are oxygen to our ideas, but the digital era—with its TTL, LMK, and WTF—has been cutting off that oxygen flow. Evans provides practical examples of how editing and rewriting can help make better communication, even in the digital age. 434 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6992544 $12.95

**HOW TO WRITE YOUR BEST STORY EVER!** By Christopher Edge. Everything you need to write your best story ever. Set the scene, create charismatic characters, find the perfect words, and wrap your story up with an exhilarating ending—all with the help of this essential guide. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

Item #6944485 $2.95

**FIERCE ON THE PAGE** By Sage Cohen. Discover how to transform your attitude and practices so you can unleash your creativity; overcome resistance, fear, and other obstacles; define success on your own terms; and become unstoppable in your evolution. 230 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6852726 $4.95


Item #5963621 $5.95

**HOW TO WRITE** By Gertrude Stein. First published in 1931. Stein’s unconventional style features elements such as disconsonance, a search for rhythm and balance, a disparity of punctuation and repetition of words and phrases. An imaginative approach to language that continues to inspire writers and shape the modern language. 387 pages. Dover. Paperbound. at $16.95

Item #5814323 $13.95

**WRITE NAKED** By Jennifer Probst. It can sometimes feel impossible to create authentic characters and an engaging plot to break into the hotter than ever romance genre. Here Jennifer Probst shares her pathway to success, from struggling as a new writer to signing a seven-figure deal. 230 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6852998 $2.95

**THE STORY WITHIN: New Insights and Inspiration for Writers** By Laura Oliver. In this inspirational guide, Oliver helps you find the vision and motivation to recognize, release, and write the real story inside you—the one that’s waiting to be told. You will discover guidance on finding your voice, creating compelling plots and characters and other skills to shape and smooth your story. 246 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Item #6793207 $4.95

**FIRST DRAFT IN 30 DAYS: A Novel Writer’s System for Building a Complete and Cohesive Manuscript** By Karen S. Wiesner. Describes a highly-customizable system for creating an outline that doubles as a first draft. Offers useful worksheets, brainstorming techniques, and goal-setting advice to help you stay focused and on track. 216 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #3596494 $12.95

**DO I MAKE MYSELF CLEAR? Why Writing Well Matters** By Harold Evans. An entertaining guide that offers timeless tools for making clear and writing English the proper way by one of the greatest newspaper editors of our time. 408 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00

Item #6756338 $7.95

**APOSTROPHE CATASTROPHE: And Other Grammatical Groubles** By Patrick C. Nothcrne. The apostrophe causes more problems in the English language than any other aspect of grammar. Join the pedants as they revolt against the misuse of this essential piece of punctuation and with one simple rule: learn how to use the apostrophe correctly, once and for all. 160 pages. History Press. Pub. at $17.95

Item #4625110 $9.95

**2015 NOVEL AND SHORT STORY WRITER’S MARKET, 34TH ANNUAL EDITION** Ed. by Rachell Randall. The only resource you’ll need to get published, this guide offers hundreds of listings for book publishers, literary agents, fiction publications, contests, and more. You’ll also find articles and interviews on all aspects of the writing life, from lessons on craft to advice on marketing your work. 570 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

Item #5952644 $6.95

**KISS MY ASTERISK: A Feisty Guide to Punctuation and Grammar** By Jenny Baranick. Shows grammar as it’s never been seen before: uncomplicated, laugh-out-loud funny, and maybe even a little rousing. By spreading her user-friendly and hilarious approach to grammar, the author hopes everyone will experience the satisfaction of a properly placed comma.

Item #5952644 $6.95

**THE LITTLE BLACK BOOK OF WRITERS’ WISDOM** Ed. by Steven D. Price. Even the most celebrated writers have reflected on the daunting and creative process of writing, and their observations and conclusions are collected in this volume. Includes insights from Virginia Woolf, Mark Twain, and more.

Item #6980309 $4.95

**BETTER SPELLING IN 30 MINUTES A DAY** By H.H. Crosby & R.W. Emery. This easy to use workbook not only teaches you how to avoid misspellings, but sharpens your skills so you can recognize spelling errors right away. You’ll also find diagnostic exercises that allow you to identify your weak spelling areas, thorough coverage of key areas of phonics, and the most common misspelled words.

Item #5968808 $11.95

**WRITER’S MARKET, 24TH ANNUAL EDITION** Ed. by Chuck Sambuchino. Here is your essential resource to finding a literary agent and getting your book bought by a top publisher. Along with listing information for more than 1,000 literary agents, this updated edition includes features like 10 Reasons Agents Reject Your Manuscript, New Agent Spotlight; and more.

Item #6958428 $6.95
BETWEEN YOU & ME: Confessions of a Comma Queen By Mary Norris. After more than three decades in The New Yorker’s renowned copy department, Norris presents her laugh out loud descriptions of some of the most common and vexing problems in spelling, punctuation, and usage, along with her clear explanations of how to handle each one. A writing guide at once witty and full of practical advice. 226 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95 Item #682126X

PRICE CUT to $2.95

WHY WE WRITE ABOUT OURSELVES Ed. by Meredith Maran. Twenty of America’s most successful memoirists share not only how they write a memoir but delve into the reasons behind their endeavors. Exploring such issues as the reliability of memory, the ethics of disclosure, and how to protect others privacy without self-censoring. 254 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 Item #683430

TRIVIUM: The Classical Liberal Arts of Grammar, Logic, & Rhetoric Grammar, logic, and rhetoric have been studied for over two thousand years as a way of refining both a speaker and their speech. With extra sections, on euphonics, poetic meter and form, ethics, and proverbs, this unique companion contains a wealth of rare information. 410 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $22.00 Item #6825962

THIS IS ME, PERIOD! By P. Cowell & C. Hildebrand. Introducing the elements of style as you’ve never seen them before: the dashing em dash; so-called quotation marks; the exclamatory point; but don’t forget the parentheses. Spend time with these characters and you’ll wonder what your sentences ever did without them. Fully illus. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $15.99 Item #6930360

MISADVENTURES IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE By Caroline Taggart. Taggart looks at some of the more confusing aspects of grammar, vocabulary and punctuation, cutting through the extraneous to what really matters. She appraises the invention of new words and expressions while delineating some others, and also gives an explanation of the rules on punctuation as well as the inventiveness of today’s language makers. 188 pages. Michael O’Mara. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6865153

ACCIDENCE WILL HAPPEN: A Recovering Pedant’s Guide to English Language and Style By Oliver Kamm. The lead grammar columnist of The London Times offers a witty, authoritative, and often provocative guide to the use and abuse of the English language. Debunking many of the most common purist rules, Kamm entertains and informs us in one deeply reassuring journey. 301 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $32.95 Item #6867308

MAY WE BORROW YOUR LANGUAGE? By Philip Gooden. Explores the intriguing and unfamiliar stories behind familiar words that the English language has filched from abroad. Did you know the word “piller” is rooted in Old French, that “foo” is Hindi in origin, or that “appropriate” is borrowed from Latin? Discover more etymological nuggets within. 359 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 Item #6723810

BAD ENGLISH: A History of Linguistic Aggravation By Amonn Shea. presents an eye-opening look at language “mistakes” and how they came to be accepted as correct—or not. Lively, surprising, and delightfully readable, it features the stories of some of our most common words and phrases, from “literally” and “figuratively” to “OMG” and “stupid,” 250 pages. Perigee. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 Item #6825393

OTHER-WORDLY By Yee-Lum Mak. For lovers of words and those lost for words alike: this little volume offers words to surprise, delight and enamor. It includes terms for farce, metaphysical, and the way it has developed over the years. Details the history of Chinese characters and explanation of the character. An introduction displays on its own page with its book-binding techniques. Fully illus. 96 pages. Chartwell. Item #4645782

ORRIBLE WORDS: A Guide to the Misuse of English By Rebecca Gowers. Nothing inflames the language purists like an illogical irregardless. Should we simply dismiss these words as barbarous howlers? Taking a genial tour through our linguistic badlands, Gowers finds answers that are helpful, surprising, and often funny. 208 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 Item #6826474

AWAY WITH WORDS By Joe Berkowitz. A Fast Company reporter, Berkowitz investigates the bizarre and hilarious world of pun competitions from the Punderdome 3,000 in Brooklyn to The World Championships in Austin. 272 pages. Harper Perennial. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 Item #8925685

CHINESE CHARACTERS: The Art and Meaning of Hanzi Introduces the art and meaning of Hanzi. Each Chinese character is displayed on its own page with its pronunciation, meaning, and a brief explanation of the character. An introduction details the history of Chinese characters and the way it has developed over the years. Bound using traditional Chinese printing. Fully illus. 96 pages. Chartwell. Item #7452187

NEW WORDS FOR OLD: Recycling Our Language for the Modern World By Caroline Taggart. Takes us on an intriguing journey through the evolution of the English language, exploring how certain words or terms have been adapted or adopted to suit new purposes. From lisp to network, emoticon to blog, these entries show just how innovative we can be when describing something new. Michael O’Mara. Pub. at $16.95 Item #6465872

THE PRIDE OF THE YANKEES: Lou Gehrig, Gary Cooper, and the Making of a Classic By Richard Sandomir. Using original scripts, letters, memos, and other rare documents, Sandomir tells the behind the scenes story of how a classic was born. With insight and aplomb, this narrative paints a fascinating portrait of a bygone Hollywood era, a mourning widow with a dream, and the cast on one of the greatest sports films of all time. Photos. 293 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 Item #2966255

ALIEN SAGA: The Poster Collection Relive the fear and excitement of the Alien movies with this thrilling poster collection featuring 40 removable full-color posters with stunning images from Alien, Aliens, Alien 3, and Alien Resurrection. Insight Editions. 12x16. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 Item #40884

THE LONE RANGER: Behind the Mask By Michael Singer. Tells the gripping story of bringing Disney’s The Lone Ranger to the big screen—a production that was an adventure in itself. Brimming with stunning photography, concept art, and candid snapshots from the set, it is the ultimate companion to the 2013 film. 168 pages. Insight Editions. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 Item #8741667

HARRY POTTER: The Unofficial Guide to the Collectibles of Our Favorite Wizard By Eric Bradley. Conjures rare, extraordinary and magical treasures sprung from the Potter books and movies, and even the imagination of fans. In its enchanting visual pages, you’ll discover delightful riches including author J.K. Rowling’s writing chair that sold at auction for almost $400,000. original art, movie posters, film props, and more. Fully illus. in color. 206 pages. Krause. Pub. at $22.99 Item #2930296

FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA: Masters of Cinema By Stephane Delorme. The oldest of the generation of “movie brats,” Francis Ford Coppola’s influential oeuvre includes Godfather Saga, Apocalypse Now, The Conversation and many more masterpieces. In this concise volume, Cahiers du cinema provides a lively and accessible introduction to the man and his movies. Well illus., some color. 103 pages. Phaidon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 Item #9394538
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$17.95</td>
<td>HOW TO WATCH A MOVIE</td>
<td>By David Thomson</td>
<td>Dartmouth</td>
<td>Pub. at $17.95</td>
<td>101 pages</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>From one of the most admired critics of our time comes brilliant insights into the act of watching movies and an enlightening discussion about how to derive more from any film experience. 242 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td>MOVIES &amp; REFERENCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This tenacious competitor in the bloated Hollywood landscape. From vampir es, the greatest monsters ever to rampage across the screen to the practical effects and stunts required to turn fiction into reality. 373 pages. InUP. Pub. at $85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$11.95</td>
<td>LIVING THE BRAVEHEART LIFE</td>
<td>By Randall Wallace</td>
<td>Thomas Nelson</td>
<td>Pub. at $11.95</td>
<td>217 pages</td>
<td>Trade Paper</td>
<td>The screenwriter of the Oscar-winning Braveheart shares the journey that led him to the film's famous Scottish warrior. He reveals how the story of William Wallace changed his life and career, as well as the five character archetypes that most resonated with him: the Father, Teacher, Warrior, Sage, and Outlaw. 217 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>PRICE CUT to $9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td>PRICE CUT to $9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Movies & Reference**

- **THE ART & MAKING OF HERCULES**
  Lavishly illustrated, this volume features more than 300 production photos, sketches, storyboards, pre-visualization stills, computer graphics, costume drawings, 3-D renderings, set decorations, digital photo compositions, Weta Workshop concept paintings and more! 176 pages. HarperCollins. 9x10¼. Pub. at $33.95. Item #7528884
  $17.95

- **MAKING THE TRANSFORMATIONAL MOMENT IN FILM**
  By Dan Fleming. This bold exploration takes readers under the skin of the filmmaking process and shows how audiences can be moved through deeply transformational uses of the medium. Using key moments in films as examples, Fleming examines elements of staging, visual composition, narrative construction, and more. Well illus., some color, 236 pages. Michael Wiese Productions. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. Item #6556213
  $11.95

**Television & Radio**

- **SPONGEBOB COMICS #2: Aquatic Adventurers, Unite!**
  $2.95

- **CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME FIVE:**
  Comedy Journey back to a time when LOL was still, “laugh out loud” and you’d do just that with these two classic shows. Father Knows Best: Locked in the House stars Robert Young in what would later evolve into a beloved TV sitcom. The Fred Allen Show stars Fred Allen who was perhaps the most admired of all radio comics. GDL Multimedia. Item #866765
  $5.95

- **CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME SIX:**
  Comedy Collects two entertaining comedy stories from the golden age of radio. The Great Gildersleeve: Gloucester Arrested as Car Thief stars Hal Peyer in the successful comedy show that pioneered the popular sitcom format. The Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet: Ozzie Takes Bus Driving Test stars the Nelson family, who established the format for all future family-oriented sitcoms. Item #866676X
  $5.95

- **CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME TEN:**
  Radio Cowboys Journey back in time and enjoy two classic American radio stories. In Straight Arrow a young rancher learns of an Indian legend that will someday appear and save the lives of the young rancher decides to fulfill the destiny himself. Wild Bill Hickox: First Show is the classic story of a western hero who rides the western plains with his sidekick. GDL Multimedia. Item #866670
  $5.95

- **CD HILARY CAINE MYSTERIES:**
  Three shows are included on this CD, starring Karen Heaven as Hilary Caine. In A Reputation for Murder Hilary employs the methods of House detective Jane Doe to solve the murder of a local minister. Blood Will Have Blood finds Hilary tipped off to a murder that hasn’t quite happened yet. The Motto of The Seahawk: A missing person’s case takes an ugly turn and Hilary is on the job. GDL Multimedia. Item #866638
  $5.95

- **CD THE WALKING DEAD: CHRONICLES:**
  The Official Companion Book By Paul Ruditis. Here is the only authorized guide to season one of AMC’s The Walking Dead, which tells the story of a sheriff’s deputy leading a band of survivors in a post-apocalyptic world overrun by the undead. Includes behind-the-scenes looks at storyboards, makeup, and comparison to the comic book the show is based upon. Well illus., most in color. 205 pages. Item #5961033
  $6.95

- **CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME FOUR:**
  Famous Guest Stars This CD collects two entertaining famous guest star stories. Bud Abbott and Lou Costello perform Who’s First? on The Andrew Sisters’ N-K Musical Showroom and Ronald Reagan guest stars on Stars Over Hollywood. GDL Multimedia. Item #8666743
  $5.95

- **CD THE SHERLOCK FILES:**
  The Official Companion to The Hit Television Series By Guy Adams. This companion to the PBS hit show covers the first two seasons in vivid detail. Each case is captured and re-examined through Dr. Watson’s blog, Inspector Lestrade’s police reports, and newspaper articles about the crimes. Also includes interviews with stars, writers, and co-creators of the show. Well illus. in color. Item #864051X
  $19.95

- **CD OLD TIME RADIO, VOLUME SEVEN:**
  Science Fiction Collects two science fiction adventures from a time when radio ruled the hearts and minds of America: Dementia X; The Lost Race and Demontion X: To the Future. The show came from Astounding Science Fiction magazine and explored outer space for the first time. GDL Multimedia. Item #8666778
  $5.95

- **CD THE OLD GOLD SHOW:**
  Frank Sinatra, March 13, 1946 Old Gold Cigarettes sponsored this radio program, hosted by a young Frank Sinatra. Back in time and listen as Nat King Cole and The Cole Trio guest star on the episode included here, singing Route 66. Item #866647
  $2.95

- **CD MICHAEL KINCAID THE STRANGETREEKEEPER, VOLUME TWO**
  Michael Kincad is a graduate of the tabloid world who diggs up weird and otherworldly stories for a struggling new cable network called The Investigative Channel. There are six shows collected here on two CDs, including Appointment in Time, The Dobbs Engine; The Goblin Factory; A Dog Named Who: The Star Channel; and Final Chapter. GDL Multimedia. Item #866646
  $5.95

- **CD MONSTER MOVES**
  By Carlo Massarella. Reveals amazing true stories and intripid adventures from the international hit TV series, Monster Moves. Join teams of engineers, laborers, and mechanics as they move buildings, huge vehicles, and other amazing objects. Item #8662145
  $3.95

- **CD Raffles the Gentleman Thief, Volume One**
  Collects three entertaining gentleman thief stories. The first episode of The Ides of March introduces Bunny to Raffles’s life of crime and adventure. In A Costume Piece South African diamonds are the cheese in this story and Raffles the hungry mouse. A G.D. Mittelholzer finds the dog tags of a missing American G.I. are found. GDL Multimedia. Item #866816
  $5.95

- **CD Kincaid the Strangetreekeeper, Volume Three**
  This CD collects three entertaining investigator stories featuring Michael Kincad. In A Town Called Limbo the Strangetreekeeper investigates the possible haunting of an old western movie town. The Star rendering sets claiming she can channel celebrities from the past. The Find: At an archaeological site in China, the dog tags of a missing American G.I. are found. GDL Multimedia. Item #866654
  $5.95
**Television & Radio**

**MONOLOGUE: What Makes America Laugh Before Bed** By Jon Macks. Macks covers the landscape of late-night comedy and punctuates the narrative with hysterical personal anecdotes, shining the spotlight on some of the very best late-night jokes, and drawing from more than half a million of his own written over more than twenty years. 226 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $25.95

Item #5970684 $4.95

**CD ADVENTURE, VOLUME ONE** Includes three shows from the acclaimed 1970s program. The Passing of Soapy Smith is the true story of the last months of notorious Gold Rush character Jefferson. Soapy: Smith A Good Suit of Clothes: When Al Green dies his tall friend makes him his final suit, and it’s most unusual. In The Miller two nuns, stranded in the jungle after a plane crash, encounter a mysterious old man. GDL Multimedia.

Item #686611 $3.95

**PAPA SMURF’S FAVORITE THINGS** By Peyo. Find out everything you always wanted to know about Papa Smurf in this delightful little board book. Ages 3-5.

Item #678237X $3.95

**THE IMPOSSIBLE HAS HAPPENED:** The Life and Work of Gene Roddenberry, Creator of Star Trek By Lance Parkin. Sheds light on the colorful personal life, self-mythologizing and strange beliefs of a man who changed the culture one of its most enduring narratives. Along the way, Parkin examines the great myths and turning points in Star Trek history, illuminating particular contribution to them. 390 pages.

Item #6597068 $7.95

**DOWNTON ABBEY-SEASON TWO:** The Complete Scripts By Julian Fellowes. Contains all the shooting scripts with additional material and commentary from the series creator. With key insights into the research and creative processes, this volume will appeal to fans and students alike. Color photos. 581 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #1888323 $5.95

**SEX AND BROADCASTING:** A Handbook on Starting a Radio Station for the Community By Lorenzo W. Milam. A pioneer in the development of listener-supported community radio, Milam shares his enthusiasm and insights in this guide originally published in 1971. Although the details may change, the desire to communicate directly and honestly with a wider audience is a constant. Illus. 348 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

Item #699539B $9.95

**TELEVISION IS THE NEW TELEVISION** By Michael Wolff. Wolff tells what happens when the smartest people in the room decide something is inevitable, and yet it doesn’t come to pass. Drawing on his unparalleled sources in corner offices from Rockefeller Center to Beverly Hills, he tells what’s really going on, which emperors have no clothes, and which supposed geniuses are due for a major fall. 212 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.95

Item #5962064 $4.95

**CD WALTER BRENNAN: A World of Miracles** The President Presents two early recordings featuring the voice of lauded character actor Walter Brennan. A World of Miracles, narrating nine tales from the Bible, and The President, narrating the milestones in the careers of America’s most notable heads of state from George Washington to Dwight Eisenhower. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

Item #8860629 $9.95

**ON MY WAY:** The Untold Story of Rouben Mamoulian, George Gershwin, and Porgy and Bess By Joseph Horowitz. Culling new information from the recently opened Mamoulian Archives at the Library of Congress, Horowitz shows that, more than anyone else, Mamoulian took DuBose Heyward’s vignette of a regional African-American subculture and transformed it into an epic theater work. Photos. 257 pages. Limelight. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95

Item #278615X $4.95

**THE RISE AND FALL OF THE BROADWAY MUSICAL** By Mark N. Grant. Traces the transformation of singing and melody, libretto and lyric writing, dance rhythms, sound design, and choreography and stage direction through three distinct eras: the formative period (1866-1927), the golden age (1927-1966), and the fall (1967 to the present). Photos. 365 pages. Northeastern UP at $23.95

Item #278620H $5.95

**INDIAN DANCE:** The Ultimate Metaphor By Shanta Serbjeet Singh. This stunning volume touches all aspects of Indian dance spanning from the traditional to the futuristic, blending analysis and interpretation, and offering a bracing perspective on how classical dance has taken shape through the ages. Illus. in color. 257 pages. Ravi Kumar. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $75.00

Item #7835851 $9.95

**6694462**
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**Theater & Dance**

**HONKY TONK PARADE:** New Yorker Profiles of Show People By John Lahr. In this fascinating compendium of celebrity profiles, Lahr illuminates some of the most compelling, elusive, and important artists of our time, including Dame Edna, Colé Porter, and Laurence Fishburne. 308 pages. Overlook. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Item #677733 $4.95

**THE GREAT AMERICAN BOOK MUSICAL: A Manifesto, A Monograph, A Manual By Denby Martin Flem. By analyzing the scores, lyrics, librettos, and choreography of innovative and revolutionary shows such as Oklahoma! On the Town, West Side Story, My Fair Lady, and Dreamgirls, as well as looking at what propelled certain shows to success, Flem provides the current generation with a thorough history and guide to the creation of Great American Book Musicals of their own. 262 pages. Limelight. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

Item #296120 $3.95

**BLUE MAN WORLD** By Blue Man Group. The Blue Man Group show is seen by two million people every year and its broad fans include kids and adults, ages 6 to 80. This volume is a graphically rich, textually dynamic, cheekily clever anthropological treatise on the Blue Men as well as being a hilarious social satire. 208 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $24.95

Item #694674 $9.55

**STREET DANCE:** The Best Moves By DJ Hocho. Offers the perfect introduction to major street dance styles, presented with step-by-step photography and expert advice. Top dancers break down all the moves you’ll ever need. Master the basics, then get down and perfect your back spin and chair face. 144 pages. Cassell. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

Item #6754201 $3.95

**CRAIG REVEL HORWOOD’S BALLET DANCING** Gives you the confidence you need to take your first steps on the dance floor. It even includes tips from the dance guru, Len Goodman, to give you that professional look. Discover the history, foot positions, turns, and more to all of your favorite dances: Waltz, social foxtrot, quickstep, tango, rumba, and more! Illus. 261 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #7946882 $14.95
Theater & Dance

**WOMEN ON THE RENAISSANCE STAGE** By Clare McManus. Studies women’s participation in the Jacobean court masque, giving detailed historised and interdisciplinary readings of the performances of Anna of Denmark (wife of James VI) and I in the Scottish and English Jacobean courts. Illus. 276 pages. Manchester UP. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

Item #665568 $3.95

**THE 101 GREATEST PLAYS: From Antiquity to the Present** By Michael Billington. A celebration of the art of the dramatist. These 101 essays and occasional dialogues are the product of a lifetime spent watching and reading, a record of the adventures of a soul amongst masterpieces. A highly personal and provocative selection of the greatest plays, from Greek tragedy to the plays of the American Naturalists. 464 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

Item #6853008 $12.95

**THE LION KING: Pride Rock on Broadway** By Julie Taymor with A. Greene. Takes readers on a revealing journey from the earliest sketches of costume concepts and set design to the trials and tribulations of mounting one of the most complex Broadway musicals in history. Offers a rare behind the scenes look at the creation of one of the most unique and expansive theatrical productions ever to grace the Broadway stage. Fully illus., many in color. 192 pages. Disney. 9/14x11¼. Pub. at $40.00

Item #675630 $29.95

**THE COMPLETE BOOK OF LES MISERABLES** By Edward Behr. The exclusive companion to the world’s best-loved musical, lavishly illustrated with more than 100 photos, chronicles the performance from its source in Victor Hugo’s epic 1862 novel, the Parish production and the making of the international hit. 192 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

Item #6611563 $6.95

**TRADITION!** By Barbara Isenberg. Isenberg brings the creation of Fiddler on the Roof to life, more than fifty years after its Broadway opening. In chronicling the story of this historical musical, Isenberg interviewed many of those who worked on the original Broadway production, the countless international productions, the film adaptation and significant revivals. Photos. 240 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

Item #6895008 $4.95

**SOPHOCLES’ OEDIPUS THE KING: A Reader’s Guide** By Sean Sheehan. Offers a clear introduction to this iconic work of Greek literature, focusing on its themes, context, influence and impact. Begins with a study of Oedipus as a figure from Greek mythology before focusing on fifth-century Athenian tragedy and the meaning of drama as it develops onstage. 174 pages. Continuum.

Item #5875528 $4.95

**FINDING ROGER: An Improbably Theatrical Love Story** By Rick Elice. You may recognize Roger Rees from his signature role as Nicholas Nickleby or, perhaps you know him from the small screen, where he played Robin Colcord on Cheers and Lord John Martury on The West Wing. Elice has penned a heartbreaking memoir of his 33 years with Roger that will touch everyone who reads it. Well illus., most in color. 250 pages. Kingswell. Pub. at $26.99

Item #671823X $14.95

**THE THEATER OF WAR: What Ancient Greek Tragedies Can Teach Us Today** By Bryan Doerries. For years, Doerries has led an innovative public health project that produces ancient tragedies for current and returned soldiers, addicts, and a wide range of other at-risk people in society. Tracing a path that links the personal to the artistic to the social and back again, Doerries shows us how suffering and healing are part of a timeless process in which dialogue and empathy are inextricably linked. 284 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

Item #5789451 $7.95

**IRISH DANCE** By Arthur Flynn. Offers a complete history of Irish dance, from its earliest beginnings to its present-day revival. Includes chapters on dancing costumes, competitions, music and more. Illus., in color. 76 pages. Pelican. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

Item #6829698 $4.95

**SOPHOCLES: Oedipus at Colonus** By Adrian Kelly. Provides an accessible introduction to Sophocles’ final play, returning to the character of Oedipus, the blind outcast of Thebes for a poignant tragedy that will end in his demise. This useful companion volume provides background, context, a synopsis and detailed analysis of the play. 176 pages. Duckworth. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

Item #5875536 $6.95

**ANTIGONE** By Sophocles. Presents Robert Bragg’s thrilling translation of the timeless political tragedy. Sophocles’ stirring Greek drama pits a tyrant’s heartless rectitude against a woman’s love for her traitorous brother, setting the stage for havoc at the hands of Eros, the god of love. 120 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

Item #6824905 $3.95

Works On & About Music


Item #6815960 $5.95

**APPETITE FOR DEFINITION: An A-Z Guide to Rock Genres** By Ian K. The essential companion for any rock lover’s collection. A comprehensive journey through the formation and evolution of rock music and the myriad genres and subgenres that have made it the dominant and most versatile genre of the century. 665 pages. Flatiron Books. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $19.99

Item #2996645 $9.95

**TO DISCO, WITH LOVE: The Records That Defined an Era** By David Hamsley. Features more than 250 full-color album covers and charts the sound’s rapid evolution, from its early roots in Soul, Latin, and Jazz all the way to the digital revolution of the 1980s. The album art captures our fascination with fashion and beauty, wealth and status, sex and race during the days when the beat went on and on. 197 pages. Flatiron Books. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $19.99

Item #6816924 $4.95

**CD WEIRD AL YANKOVIC: Mandatory Fun** The final complete album by the king of song parody! Twelve hilarious tracks include Handy, Lame Claim to Fame, Polly, Sports Song, Word Crimes, My Own Eyes, Now That’s What I Call Polka!, Mission Statement, Inactive, First World Problems, Tacky, and Jackson Park Express. Sony Music.

Item #671813 $6.95

**NEVER A DULL MOMENT: 1971—The Year That Rock Exploded** By David Hepworth. In this entertaining and provocative study, Hepworth argues that 1971 saw an unrepeatable surge of musical creativity, technological innovation, naked ambition, and outrageous good fortune that combined to produce music that is still relevant today. 16 pages of photos, some color. 308 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

Item #811685 $5.95
COOL JOBS IN THE MUSIC BUSINESS! By Jeffrey Rabhan. Drawing from his own experience guiding the careers of artists like Kelly Clarkson, Lil’ Kim, Michelle Branch and others, Rabhan clearly explains career paths in today’s music business adding a new perspective through exclusive interviews with studio professionals, artists, and more. Photos. 245 pages. In Tune Partners. Paperbound. $19.93.

MAKING MUSIC: From great to grand to good! By John W. Tull. Tull shows in this absorbing volume how Azerbaijani musical development was not a product of Soviet cultural policies but rather grew from and reflected deep and complex cultural processes. Illus. 326 pages. Hal Leonard. Paperbound. $20.00.

MUSIC OF AUSBRAJ: From Mughum to Opera By Aida Huseyynova. Drawing on previously unstudied archives, letters, and documents as well as her experience as an Azerbaijani musician and educator. Huseyynova shows in this absorbing volume how Azerbaijani musical development was not a product of Soviet cultural policies but rather grew from and reflected deep and complex cultural processes. Il...
**Music Collectibles**

**FROM FOOTLIGHTS TO THE FLICKERS: Collectible Sheet Music By Marion Short.** Covers exciting subjects including baseball music, the evolution of fashion, the elusive sheet music cover illustrators, and the Big Band era in this sweeping collectors guide published in 1998. Includes over 550 color photos of sheet music from 1900 to 1940, with values. 175 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #659931 $8.95

**COVERS OF GOLD: Collectible Sheet Music By Marion Short.** Covers exciting subjects including baseball music, the evolution of fashion, the elusive sheet music cover illustrators, and the Big Band era in this sweeping collectors guide published in 1998. Includes over 550 color photos of sheet music from 1900 to 1940, with values. 175 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #6600026 $8.95

**Street Music Covers by Marion Short.** This 1998 publication features over 560 full color photographs of sheet music covers, from musical shows and silent movies accompanied by fascinating and informative text. Arranged alphabetically by cover personality, this becomes a compendium of all the important silent screen stars from the "flappers" to the sound revolution in 1929. Over 180 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #6658877 $3.95

**PAPERBACK.** 115 pages. Dover. Item #6678066 $8.95

**The Czerny Method for Piano by C. Czerny & D. Bukovics.** This practical method, featuring basic studies for piano playing and written by a world-famous expert, have been used by teachers and students for well over 100 years. Illus. 42 pages. Dover, 8 1/2x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #6910300 $6.95

**DVD: Ravi's Learn Guitar in 21 Days** Over 21 days you’ll learn just eight simple chords along with strumming patterns, and gain a basic understanding of how to keep a ‘beat’ and how to work a songbook. In short, everything you need to know to play hundreds of your favorite songs. 100 minutes. Guitar Lab. Pub. at $24.95 Item #6958877 $9.95

**DVD PLAY PAGE** The Play series offers entertaining instructional programs illustrating both scale and chord voicings made recognizable by some of the world’s greatest guitarists. This entry focuses on “the point of power-riffing,” Jimmy Page. Learn to incorporate his techniques into your own style! 56 minutes. Artomagic. Pub. at $7.95 Item #6908268 $3.95

**Goldmine Standard Catalog of American Records, 1950-1990, 9th Edition** By Dave Thompson. Records in this encyclopedic reference are organized alphabetically by artist name. Each listing includes formats, labels, titles, release dates, current record value in near-mint condition, and much more. Includes more than 150,000 listings. Goldmine Grading guide and a state of the market overview. 1430 pages. Krause. 8 1/4x11 1/2x. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.99 Item #6936057 $27.95

**Price Cut to $4.95**

**The New Electronic Guitarist: New Technologies and Techniques for the Modern Guitar Player By Marty Cutler.** The author puts more than 30 years of expertise at your fingertips, explaining the nature and history of sound, guitars, and guitar synthesis before walking you through all the tools you need to sculpt and record your sound. Everything you need to know about scouting out and bringing today’s finest technologies to your favorite guitar is included. Illus., most in color. 209 pages. Hal Leonard. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 Item #461415 $11.95

**Before the Chirnrest: A Violinist’s Guide to the Mysteries of Pre-Chirnrest Technique and Style By Stanley Ritchie.** Drawing on the principles of Francesco Geminiani and four decades of experience as a baroque and classical violinist, Ritchie offers a valuable resource for anyone wishing to learn about 17th, 18th, and early 19th century violin technique and style. 145 pages. TruUP. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 Item #6951953 $19.95

**The Czerny Method for Piano by C. Czerny & D. Bukovics.** This practical method, featuring basic studies for piano playing and written by a world-famous expert, have been used by teachers and students for well over 100 years. Illus. 42 pages. Dover, 8 1/2x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #6958877 $9.95

**Music Collectibles**

**Vinyl Owners’ Workshop Manual: How to Get the Best from Your Vinyl Records and Kit By M. Aniss & P. Fuller.** Aimed at the experienced collector and novice alike, this comprehensive volume is packed full of history and insight, with advice and tips on how to get the best from your records. Includes what to look for when collecting; step by step guides to DJ techniques; and an A to Z of the world’s best-selling singles, EPs, and albums. Fully illus. in color. 188 pages. Haynes. 8 1/4x11. Paper bound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #6803695 $17.95

**Goldmine Standard Catalog of American Records, 1950-1990, 9th Edition** By Dave Thompson. Records in this encyclopedic reference are organized alphabetically by artist name. Each listing includes formats, labels, titles, release dates, current record value in near-mint condition, and much more. Includes more than 150,000 listings. Goldmine Grading guide and a state of the market overview. 1430 pages. Krause. 8 1/4x11 1/2x. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.99 Item #6936057 $27.95

**The Music of Teaching: Learning to Trust Students’ Natural Development By Barbara Kreader Skalinder.** Focuses on an intangible attribute all teachers need but few consider: method. This book includes the ability to trust both students’ natural development and the learning process itself to guide developing performers down music’s path. 147 pages. Hal Leonard. Pub. at $19.99 Item #6916376 $4.95

**The Violin-Makers of the Guarneri Family, 1626-1782 By William Henry Hill et al.** Originally published in 1931, this generously illustrated volume offers both a history of the Guarneri family and a commentary on their craftsmanship. The craft of each master is explored in terms of forms, dimensions, materials, favored varnishes, and work methods. 173 pages. Dover. 8 1/4x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 Item #4677298 $24.95

**Bruce Springsteen: Like a Killer in the Sun—Selected Lyrics 1972-2017 By Leonard Colombati.** Provides the complete lyrics of 91 classic songs, expounded and annotated with the painstaking attention typically reserved for literary classics. Colombati dissects Springsteen’s matchless narrative talent, making a compelling case that the artist deserves to be listed among America’s literary greats. 593 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $29.99 Item #4727174 $24.95

**Price Cut to $4.95**

**Music Instruments & Instruction**

**Slave Songs of the United States: The Classic 1867 Anthology Ed by William Allan et al.** Republication of the 1867 edition. A rare musical treasury containing complete music and lyrics for over 130 songs arranged by geographical region. Includes commentary on each song’s history, its possible variations, what some of its key references mean, and other pertinent details. 288 pages. Haynes. 8 1/2x10 3/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 Item #3077274 $8.95

**Price Cut to $4.95**

**Price Cut to $4.95**

**Price Cut to $4.95**

**Price Cut to $4.95**

**Price Cut to $4.95**
Item #66198X $7.95

Musical Instruments & Instruction

Notable Performers & Composers

THE JACKSONS: Legacy Combining exclusive interviews, anecdotes, quotations and never before seen photographs, this volume provides a visual history of the Jacksons—the only official behind the scenes chronicle of the Jacksons’ lives and careers. 320 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8¼x11. Pub. at $29.95
Item #3713873 $6.95

bluray HIRED GUN Widescreen. The story of the A-list musicians (Billy Joel, Bon Jovi, Ozzy Osbourne and many more) responsible for the most famous instrumental guitar, drum and piano solos in the world. They perform right on stage next to the musical legends who hire them and for the first time share their incredible stories and exclusive musical performances with the world. English SDH. 98 minutes. Vision Films. Item #2809974 $4.95

Notable Performers & Composers

PUBLIC ENEMY: Inside the Terrordome By Tim Grierson. Provides a comprehensive overview of the twists and turns that have visited frontman Chuck D and his loyal sidekick Flavor Flav. Grierson makes the case for this band’s indelible mark on popular culture, while also arguing that they remain as vital and important as ever. 16 pages of photos, some color. 336 pages. Omnibus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95
Item #302878X $4.95

BEETHOVEN’S SYMPHONIES: An Artistic Vision By Lewis Lockwood. More than any other composer, Beethoven left to posterity a vast body of material that documents the early stages of almost everything he wrote. From this trove of sketchbooks, Lockwood draws us into the composer’s mind, unveiling a creative process of astonishing scope and originality. Illus. 285 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95
Item #2921286 $6.95

MASTERS: The Man Revealed By John Suchet. Presents the illustrated life story of the world’s most beloved composer, bringing vividly to life the man himself, his influences and his achievements, and the glittering milieu of the Habsburg empire in 18th-century Europe. Well illus. in color. 274 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95
Item #693563X $8.95

THE LITTLE BOOK OF THE ROLLING STONES: Wisdom and Wit from Rock ’n Roll Legends Ed. by Ross Hamilton. From insightful quotes by fellow artists, collaborators and friends to words of wit and wisdom from Mick, Keith, Ronnie, Charlie, Brian and Bill, you’ll find more than 170 amusing and inspiring soundbites inside. 192 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $8.95
Item #3745147 $6.95

A SICK LIFE: TLC ’n Me By Tionne Watkins. As lead singer for the supergroup TLC, Tionne “T-Boz” Watkins has seen fame, success, and critical acclaim. In addition to her musical career and her family, Tionne also struggles with sickle-cell disease, a debilitating and incurable condition. Tionne’s frank discussions of her life, career and disease, offers us an amazing story. Photos, many in color. 246 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $26.99
Item #6945937 $4.95

Notable Performers & Composers

TOMMY AT 50: The Mood, the Music, the Look, and the Legacy of The Who’s Legendary Rock Opera By C. Charlesworth & M. McInerney. The ultimate guide to The Who’s defining work, and one of the greatest rock albums of all time. Published to coincide with the album’s fiftieth anniversary, it includes contributions from key figures in the band’s story, a wealth of striking artwork, and explores in depth the mood, music, look, and legacy of this iconic album. 176 pages. Apollo. Pub. at $26.99
Item #2884237 $18.95

ALABAMA: Music From the South Ed. by Jay Orr. This country music phenomenon that produced thirty-two one number one hits from 1980 to 1993, paved the way for bands like Restless Heart, Shenandoah, and the Mavericks. This colorful review contains many rare photos and an essay by the former editor of Billboard Ed Morris. 56 pages. Country Music Foundation. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95
Item #682281X $15.95

BOB DYLAN: His Life in Pictures By Harry Shapiro. With over 300 images this volume provides a timeline to Dylan’s amazing career, showing highlights and more mundane moments at home and on tour. It may not help the reader understand Dylan’s lyrics but it will provide a brilliant photographic background to his life and music. 256 pages. Chartwell. 8¼x12. Pub. at $24.99
Item #3734129 $17.95

THE LITTLE BOOK OF THE WHO'S LEGENDARY ROCK & ROLL ALBUMS By S. Jasinski & K. Forte. The Who’s defining work, and one of the ultimate David Bowie experts comes this exploration of the final four decades of the icon’s musical career, covering every song he wrote, performed or produced from 1976 to 2016. 705 pages. Repeater. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95
Item #6902278 $19.95

ASHES TO ASHES: The Songs of David Bowie 1976–2016 By Chris O’Leary. From the ultimate David Bowie expert comes this exploration of the final four decades of the icon’s musical career, covering every song he wrote, performed or produced from 1976 to 2016. 705 pages. Repeater. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95
Item #690573X $19.95

THE LITTLE BOOK OF THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & INSTRUCTION

Notable Performers & Composers

THE CONCISE BEATLES By Steve Turner. A concise, authoritative, and entertaining guide to the rise, success, and critical acclaim. In addition to their defining work, and one of the greatest rock albums of all time. Published to coincide with the album’s fiftieth anniversary, it includes contributions from key figures in the band’s story, a wealth of striking artwork, and explores in depth the mood, music, look, and legacy of this iconic album. 176 pages. Apollo. Pub. at $26.99
Item #3745147 $18.95

Item #6907938 $3.95

NASHVILLE: Behind the Curtain By S. Jasinski & K. York. Provides an insider’s look at the vibrant creative community thriving in Music City. With evocative reflections from many of Nashville’s brightest stars, this collection provides striking portraits of the talent who have written, recorded, and performed many of the biggest hits of our times. Fully illus. in color. 167 pages. Insight Editions. 10¼x8¼. Pub. at $29.99
Item #6833551 $3.95

Notable Performers & Composers

FAVORITE ALABAMA SONGS By Joan Titus. In the late 1970s, Shostakovich emerged as one of the first Soviet film composers. The author examines the relationship between musical narration, audience, filmmaker, and composer in six of Shostakovich’s early film scores, from 1928 through 1936. Photos. 253 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $50.00
Item #6902278 $12.95

DVD NOT MOZART: In this highly original celebration of the work of Mozart, six distinguished contemporary composers team with top filmmakers of their choice to produce a tribute to the musical maestro. Includes inventive collaborations between Louis Andriessen and Peter Greenaway, H.K. Gruber and Barrie Gavin, Mathias Rüegg and Ernst Gründls, and more. Three hours. Image Entertainment. Item #596573X $3.95

ALABAMA: Song of the South

THE EARLY FILM MUSIC OF DMITRY SHOSTAKOVICH By Joan Titus. In the late 1970s, Shostakovich emerged as one of the first Soviet film composers. The author examines the relationship between musical narration, audience, filmmaker, and composer in six of Shostakovich’s early film scores, from 1928 through 1936. Photos. 253 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $50.00
Item #6902278 $12.95

DVD NOT MOZART: In this highly original celebration of the work of Mozart, six distinguished contemporary composers team with top filmmakers of their choice to produce a tribute to the musical maestro. Includes inventive collaborations between Louis Andriessen and Peter Greenaway, H.K. Gruber and Barrie Gavin, Mathias Rüegg and Ernst Gründls, and more. Three hours. Image Entertainment. Item #596573X $3.95

FAVORITE ALABAMA SONGS By Joan Titus. In the late 1970s, Shostakovich emerged as one of the first Soviet film composers. The author examines the relationship between musical narration, audience, filmmaker, and composer in six of Shostakovich’s early film scores, from 1928 through 1936. Photos. 253 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $50.00
Item #6902278 $12.95

THE EARLY FILM MUSIC OF DMITRY SHOSTAKOVICH By Joan Titus. In the late 1970s, Shostakovich emerged as one of the first Soviet film composers. The author examines the relationship between musical narration, audience, filmmaker, and composer in six of Shostakovich’s early film scores, from 1928 through 1936. Photos. 253 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $50.00
Item #6902278 $12.95
Notable Performers & Composers

TIME–PAUL McCARTNEY: The Legend Rocks On By James Kaplan. In a celebration flavored by interviews with relatives, ex-bandmate Ringo Starr and pal Billy Joel, Paul’s story is enhanced with dozens of photos, some of them rarely seen, images captured by relatives, including his younger brother Mike and his late wife Linda. 112 pages. Time Home Entertainment. 7½x10¾. Pub. at $19.95 Item #2695677 $6.95

BOVIE ON BOVIE: Interviews and Encounters with David Bowie Ed. by Sean Egan. Assembles over 30 conversations with one of the most articulate and thoughtful icons in the history of rock and roll. Each featured interview traces a new step in his unique journey, encapsulating all of his various incarnations from Ziggy Stardust to elder statesman of popular music. 434 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 Item #5964695 $14.95

WHEN ZIGGY PLAYED THE MARQUEE By Terry O’Neill. Collects the rare and unseen images from O’Neill’s unprecedented access to David Bowie’s last performance as Ziggy Stardust, including candid backstage shots, new, original interviews from a host of people who witnessed the last performance, and much more. ACC. Editions. 9½x12. Pub. at $25.00 Item #3732320 $17.95

THE BEATLES’ LANDMARKS IN LIVERPOOL By Daniel K. Longman. Takes the reader on a journey to the Fab Four’s home town of Liverpool and explores the significant sites and locations associated with the band’s unparalleled rise to stardom, and shows the changes that have taken place in the city through time. Well illustrated, many in color. 96 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 Item #6846599 $18.95

BOVIE STYLE By Mark Paytress. A visual examination of a celebrated multi-faceted career, that documents the impact of Bowie’s 20th century fashion and culture with a staggering range of photographs, representing everything from Bowie’s humble Briton beginnings to the classy pop-icon he was to become. 160 pages. OVERLOOK. 9½x12. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 Item #5780799 $21.95

Notable Performers & Composers

TREASURES OF BOB DYLAN, SECOND EDITION By Brian Southall. Follows Dylan’s journey from provincial folk singer to winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, incorporating his many musical forays into styles including folk, rock, country and gospel. This collection includes photographs, rare memorabilia and insightful text that covers every aspect of his career. Slipcased. 62 pages. Carlton. 11¼x10½. Pub. at $35.00 Item #6848400 $21.95

ERIK SATIE: A Parisian Composer and His World By Caroline Potter. This work situates Satie’s work within the context and sonic environment of contemporary Paris. It shows that the influence of street music, musicians and poets interested in new technology, contemporary innovations and radical politics are all crucial to an understanding of Satie. Illus. 269 pages. Boydell. Pub. at $39.95 Item #6844286 $13.95

THE LIVES OF GEORGE FRIEDERICH HANDEL By David Hunter. To evaluate the over-familiar story of Handel’s life could be seen as a quixotic endeavor. This volume seeks to distinguish fact from fiction, picking apart the biographies by exposing the narrative underpinnings—the lies, confusions, assumptions and conclusions—to show how Handel’s lives in histories have molded our understanding of him. Illus. 515 pages. Boydell. Pub. at $39.95 Item #6844241 $12.95

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Glory Days—50 Years of Dreaming An authoritative and heavily illustrated biographical text charts the true story of the world’s hardest working rock icon. The Boss’s legacy continues with four included DVDs, packed with candid film interviews featuring the views of a leading team of music commentators, insiders and musicologists. 96 pages. Encore. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $49.99 Item #5839758 $19.95

FREAK OUT THE SQUARES: Life in a Band Called Pulp By Russell Senior. Russell delivers an exceptionally witty, unusual, and enlightening account of life inside Pulp, recounting the band’s origins in Sheffield to their glory days at the height of Britpop, revealing the story behind the anthem of a generation. Common. 136 pages. Color photos. 244 pages. Aurum. Pub. at $29.99 Item #367603X $11.95

Classical Music & Opera

CARMEN: Georges Bizet Set features the full libretto of Bizet’s masterpiece, both in its original language and in English, an exciting history of opera, a scene-by-scene synopsis, and a two-CD audio performance featuring Grace Brumby, Jon Vickers, Mirrella Freni, and the Orchestra of the Théâtre National de l’Opéra, Illus. some color. 160 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $19.95 Item #5966067 $5.95

THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart Contains the complete opera on two CDs, with performances by Judith Blegen and Dietrich Fischer-Deskau, and the complete libretto in Italian with an English translation. Illus. in color. 175 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $19.95 Item #5970504 $5.95

A PLAYER’S GUIDE TO CHAMBER MUSIC By Paul Jeffery. A complete guide to classical chamber music for players of all abilities. Includes a composer by composer guide to the chamber repertoire. Extensive coverage from the seventeenth century to the modern era, with a guide to the difficulty of each work. Gives instrument combinations; duets to sonatas; strings, wind and piano. 255 pages. Crowood. Pub. at $36.95 Item #6923384 $29.95

World, Folk & Latin Music

FOLKSONGS AND FOLKLORE OF SOUTH UIST, SECOND EDITION By Tom T. Hall. A valuable window into the nature of the art and creation of Nashville during its formative years. A story of the musicians that elevated the language of country music from simple tales into something akin to literature. This revised edition includes Hall’s thoughts on the years after 1979, and reflects on the challenging confluence of celebrity and art. Photos. 224 pages. Spring House. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 Item #674550X $3.95

THE STORYTELLER’S NASHVILLE, REVISED: A Gritty & Glorious Life in Country Music By Tom T. Hall. A valuable window into the country music world. Hachette. Pub. at $15.00 Item #5626343 $9.95

COUNTRY MUSIC BROKE MY BRAIN By Gerry House. A country radio personality tells his stories from the other side of the microphone. He reveals conversations with country music’s biggest names—Johnny Cash, Brad Paisley, and Reba McEntire to name a few–and leaves you laughing or shaking your head in disbelief. 327 pages. BenBella. Pub. at $24.95 Item #359422X $4.95

FOLK SONGS IN ENGLAND By Steve Roud. Roud has drawn on an unprecedented range of sources to present an intricate social history of folk song through the ages, from the sixteenth to the early twentieth century. It is an absorbing and impeccably researched account that gives spawns voice to England’s musical past. 764 pages. Faber. Pub. at $29.95 Item #6702740 $13.95

COUNTRY MUSIC

HUMBLE & KIND By Tim McGraw. Combines the poetic lyrics of McGraw’s uplifting hit song to elegant line illustrations that make this the perfect gift for all seasons. An inspiring reflection on the values we hold dear, how we instill them in our loved ones, and the ways we can share them with the world. Hachette. Pub. at $15.00 Item #674550X $3.95

THE STORTELLER’S NASHVILLE, REVISED: A Gritty & Glorious Life in Country Music By Tom T. Hall. A valuable window into the nature of the art and creation of Nashville during its formative years. A story of the musicians that elevated the language of country music from simple tales into something akin to literature. This revised edition includes Hall’s thoughts on the years after 1979, and reflects on the challenging confluence of celebrity and art. Photos. 224 pages. Spring House. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 Item #674550X $3.95

COUNTRY MUSIC BROKE MY BRAIN By Gerry House. A country radio personality tells his stories from the other side of the microphone. He reveals conversations with country music’s biggest names—Johnny Cash, Brad Paisley, and Reba McEntire to name a few–and leaves you laughing or shaking your head in disbelief. 327 pages. BenBella. Pub. at $24.95 Item #359422X $4.95

FOLK SONGS IN ENGLAND By Steve Roud. Roud has drawn on an unprecedented range of sources to present an intricate social history of folk song through the ages, from the sixteenth to the early twentieth century. It is an absorbing and impeccably researched account that gives spawns voice to England’s musical past. 764 pages. Faber. Pub. at $29.95 Item #6702740 $13.95
**DVD**

**STONE TEMPLE PILOTS: Alive in the Windy City WideScreen.** Filmed at a sold out Riviera Theatre in Chicago in March 2010, this visually spectacular show catches the band in rocking form. The concert combines new songs and classic hits, including *Plush; Vasoline; Interstate Love Song; Big Empty; Sex Type Thing;* and more. 92 minutes. Eagle Vision.  

**DON'T STOP BELIEVIN': Everyman's Journey** Follows the real-life rock 'n' roll fairy tale of Filipino Arnel Pineda, who was plucked from YouTube to become the frontman for iconic American rock band Journey. A rollicking and inspiring look at the trials, triumphs, and pressures of replacing one of the most legendary voices in modern music. Rated R. 105 minutes. Cinedigm.  

**ERIC CLAPTON: The World's Greatest Living Guitarist** By Chris Welch. Celebrates the long career of one of the most important and influential guitarists of all time, blending expert text, rarely published photographs, and images of fascinating memorabilia. An era-by-era, album-by-album account through every stage and band of a musical legend. 96 pages. Carlton. 11½x10.  

**BLACK LABEL SOCIETY: Skullage WideScreen.** Skullage represents a look at the history of Black Label Society through live performances and videos filmed throughout the years. Also included is the never before seen Slightly Amped performance from Wyde's Blessed Hellride promotional tour, along with a new interview feature with Zakk Wyde. The best of CD, Skullage is also included. 115 minutes. Eagle Vision.  

**BEYOND THE BEATS: Rock & Roll's Greatest Drummers Speak!** By Jake Brown. The first definitive work of its kind, written by drummers, for drummers, featuring exclusive chapter length interviews with twelve of Rock & Metal's most popular players from the past 40 years. Some of the drummers included are Lars Ulrich of Metallica; Joey Kramer of Aerosmith; Tico Torres of Bon Jovi; and more. Illus. 307 pages. Music Square Media. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

---

*PRICE CUT to $3.95*